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Preface
Long-term cooperation for a sustainable future
In recent years, public and private partners in the port of Antwerp have been working to
develop a close collaboration in the framework of the Total Plan. Under the motto 'Strong
through Collaboration', we addressed the financial crisis and most importantly developed a
vision for the future of the port. Sustainability was and is the unifying theme. After all, the port
is very much a place where the 3 P's, People, Planet and Profit play a key role in an
international context.

Collaborating in the harbour Everyone understands that a collective approach offers the best
opportunity to develop Antwerp into a sustainable, world-class port for all stakeholders.
“Collaboration between all the players in the port of Antwerp has not only resulted in a
collective approach to the crisis, it was a catalyst for us to put sustainability high on the
agenda. It showed that all stakeholders in the port fully understood the importance of
sustainability for creating the port of the 21st century. Collaboration, education and a unified
approach are the best guarantees for the future of our port,” says Marc Van Peel, chairman
of the Antwerp Port Authority.
Alfaport, the federation of private port associations, was one of the joint initiators of the
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Total Plan. Chairman Walter Van Mechelen explains: "Businesses in the port of Antwerp
have engaged in this process to address the crisis, but they did not want to limit this
engagement to purely the economic dimension. They are also participating in the
sustainability issue. We understand that sustainability is our 'licence to operate,' and that this
will be even more true in future."
The port of Antwerp is one of the largest in the world in terms of land area, with the Scheldt as
its lifeline. The port has expanded in recent decades from its historical area on the right bank
to include the left bank of the Scheldt. The Maatschappij Linkerscheldeoever (Scheldt Left
Bank Corporation) acts together with the Antwerp Port Authority as the management
company for this process. Peter Deckers, chairman of the Maatschappij says: "As the
operator of the port area on the left bank we fully subscribe to this vision for the development
of a world-class, sustainable port. Especially when it comes to developing the left bank,
attention to people and the environment is crucial. Maintaining a balance between the
economic expansion of the port and respect for the residents of the area, the environment
and nature is a delicate task. Drawing up a sustainability report can be an important tool in
this process."
Everyone knows that a sustainability report at the port level is no simple matter. The GRI
reporting standard was not formulated from the point of view of a community. Data collection
in particular is very labour intensive. The work groups often encountered gaps in data and a
lack of reference material.
However, the purpose and the need for this sustainability report are beyond dispute. The
efforts of the three partners are an investment in the future.
This first sustainability report for the port of Antwerp forms the baseline measurement. This
will enable new common projects, clarify the areas in which study and research are necessary,
and form the basis for the expansion of a sustainable port, of and for people.
More than ever, the port of Antwerp is a place where three P's take centre stage, by treating
the environment with care (Planet), as a driver of the economy (Profit), with and for people
(People).

F.l.t.r.: Peter Deckers (voorzitter Maatschappij Linkerscheldeoever), Peter Van de Putte
(directeur Maatschappij Linkerscheldeoever), Rudy De Meyer (gedelegeerd bestuurder
Alfaport), Walter Van Mechelen (voorzitter Alfaport), Marc Van Peel (voorzitter Gemeentelijk
Havenbedrijf), Eddy Bruyninckx (gedelegeerd bestuurder Gemeentelijk Havenbedrijf).
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Context
The long history of the port shows us how the world and the economy have evolved. In
particular, the increase of welfare in the West after the Second World War put a number of
irreversible processes in motion that must be integrated into port policy for the 21st century.
Transport activities with the ports linking maritime and continental transport reflect the
developments of the global economy, especially its continuing globalisation.

Today's changing economic structures and consumption patterns, demographic
developments, shifting centres of production, liberalisation of trade, new business strategies,
together with the increasing concern for the environment are the key factors that will
determine the prospects and the importance of ports in the 21st century. The concept of
'sustainable development' is difficult to ignore for continued growth to be possible.
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A bird’s eye view of the port of Antwerp
The port of Antwerp is a global player and the second largest port in Europe . It boasts a
high level of synergy between maritime, logistical and industrial activities and a high
cargo-generating capacity. This multifunctionality delivers high added value for the city, the
region and the country. The businesses in the port need highly educated staff and directly and
indirectly create employment for over 147,000 people.
The location of the port of Antwerp, about 80 kilometres inland, not only places the port in
one of the busiest consumer centres in Europe, it also makes transport to the European
hinterland more efficient and more sustainable. The many connections to the hinterland
continue to be developed year after year to promote a more balanced modal split.

Aerial view of the port of Antwerp Major investments have been and are being made, not at
least in the energy-intensive companies. After all, the port of Antwerp is the largest
integrated chemical industry cluster in Europe . Specific measures are being taken to
improve air quality and investments are being made in nature areas to protect flora and
fauna. A large part of the port area has been designated as a special protection zone under
the European Birds Directive and Habitats Directive (Natura 2000).
Over the years, the modern port physically separated itself from the city, which had
repercussions on the involvement of the region . Initiatives such as the MAS
Havenpaviljoen (Port Pavilion), Havendagen (Port Days), discussion structures with area
residents and more have been successful in re-establishing these connections.
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This means that the balance between profit, people and planet is a concern that is shared by
all members of the port community.
In spite of these efforts, everyone understands that a properly developed sustainability policy
will still require a coherent port-wide vision.
The Total Plan for the port of Antwerp , the collective response of the port community to
the global financial crisis, was an important catalyst for the sustainability debate at the port
level. The environmental policy vision for the port of Antwerp that was developed by the Port
Authority in 2007 in consultation with the Scheldt Left Bank Corporation (MLSO), Alfaport and
VOKA-Chamber of Commerce and Industry, still forms an important pillar. The publication of a
sustainability report for the port of Antwerp is a direct result of the work of the sustainability
working group within the Total Plan.
In order to evolve into a more sustainable port and to become more active externally as a port
community, it was decided to draw up a sustainability report according to the international
GRI standard (Global Reporting Initiative).
This first sustainability report is unique because it reports on the community and not
on an independent organisation. It came about through intensive collaboration with a
group of key stakeholders that have strong corporate, social and economic ties with the port
of Antwerp. In this way, the decision to draw up a report for the entire port was made by the
Antwerp port community.
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The port of Antwerp in figures
2009

2010

157,8

178,2

Containers (millions of tons)

87,2

102,5

Conventional general cargo (millions of tons)

10,5

11,1

3,2

3,7

Liquid bulk cargo (millions of tons)

39,5

40,9

Dry bulk cargo (millions of tons)

17,4

19,8

Ocean-going vessels

13.923

14.783

Inland vessels

54.856

57.126

13.057

13.057

- Right bank (ha)

7.239

7.239

- Left bank (ha)

5.818

5.818

- Nature area (ha)

1.250

1.250

- Water area docks (ha)

2.128

2.028

- Left bank port expansion area (ha)

991

991

Warehouse storage (ha)

545

545

10.113.933

10.210.955

156

186

1.055

1.061

392

409

Maritime cargo transfer (millions of tons)

Roll on - roll off (millions of tons)

Surface area
- Port area (ha)

Tank capacity (m3)
Kilometres of quay (km)
Railway tracks (km)
Roads (km)
Companies

900

Employment
- Direct (FTE)

62.577

60.415

- Indirect (FTE)

86.749

not available

- Direct (billions of euros)

8,6

9.7

- Indirect (billions euros)

9,1

not available

Added value
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The Antwerp port community. Who does this mean?
The Antwerp port community consists of about 900 companies with a wide range of
activities. In 2010, they employed about 60,000 people directly. Indirectly, they employed
slightly more than 86,000 people. The Antwerp port community is represented at the regional,
national and international levels by various organisations, of which the Antwerp Port
Authority, Alfaport Antwerpen and the Maatschappij Linkerscheldeoever are the most
important. They took the initiative together to obtain an overview of how sustainable their
port is.

The Antwerp Port Authority (abbreviated GHA (Gemeentelijk
Havenbedrijf Antwerpen)) was established in 1997 as an autonomous company owned by the
city of Antwerp. It plays an important role in the daily functioning of the port. Its
approximately 1,650 employees ensure that the port functions optimally and can grow. The
GHA manages and maintains the docks, the bridges, the locks, the quay walls and
theconcessions. Its staff is responsible for safe shipping traffic behind the locks. It also
provides tugboat services, conducts dredging and crane operations, promotes the port in
Belgium and abroad, and communicates about the port on a daily basis. The GHA also invests
in the future of the port of Antwerp. It strives for sustainability in all facets of the port and
aims to be a good example of corporate responsibility.
Alfaport Antwerpen (abbreviated as Alfaport) is a federation that represents five industry
associations, which in turn represent over 400 member companies. They directly employ over
22,000 people and also generate a large amount of indirect employment. The 400 companies
are affiliated with the five founding members of Alfaport Antwerpen:
The
The
The
The
The

Antwerp Stevedores Association (ABAS)
Antwerp Shipping Federation (ASV)
Royal Belgian Shipowners' Association (KBRV)
Royal Association of Trafficflow Controllers (KVBG)
Antwerp Freight Forwarding, Logistic and Works Agents Association (VEA)

Alfaport has formulated five preconditions that will ensure the sustainable development of the
port of Antwerp:
Timely investments in infrastructure,
A modern and flexible workforce that meets the needs of the companies,
Space for sustainable and investment-friendly climate for businesses
Provision of training attuned to the labour demand in the port,
A secure port.

The Maatschappij voor het Haven, Grond- en
Industrialisatiebeleid van het Linkerscheldeoevergebied (Corporation for the port
policy and the industrial estate policy for the Left Bank of the Scheldt, abbreviated MLSO) has
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been responsible for the management and land-use policy of the Waaslandhaven since 1982.
Its most important activities are preparing land for construction, granting concessions to
companies for a part of the Scheldt Left Bank Area, expropriations and advising the
government regarding the development of the port area. The port in the Scheldt Left Bank
Area covers 5,818 hectares. Over the past 25 years, more than 900 hectares of this area has
been granted in concession to companies. As of the end of 2010, 14,044 people (FTE) were
employed in the Waaslandhaven.
The MLSO took a number of concrete steps in 2010 to realise its policy vision with regard to
sustainable port management in which the connection between economic and ecological
interests are always a central principle. In this way, the MLSO supports the sustainable growth
of the port by taking advantage of the available opportunities. After all, its central position in
the policy strategy enables it to play a major role in the development of sustainable energy.
The three initiators consult frequently within various forums. The GHA holds shares in the
MLSO. Alfaport has an active role in the port environmental dialogue that is coordinated by
the GHA.
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The port of Antwerp and the world
The Antwerp port community is active in the Antwerp port area, but also forms a link in a long
logistical supply chain between the world and the Flemish, Belgian and European hinterland.
The port enjoys a particularly favourable location from a European perspective as this
video clip illustrates.
Supply and uptake per world region in tons (2010)

supply
Europe
South America
North and Central
America
Africa
Middle and Far East
Near East
Oceania

Total

uptake

total

35.297.478

25.274.787

60.572.265

8.666.165

6.121.591

14.787.756

15.832.322

14.183.768

30.016.090

9.820.461

9.921.047

19.741.508

9.668.878

12.360.725

22.029.603

12.236.773

16.554.504

28.791.277

1.297.714

719.476

2.017.190

92.819.791

85.135.898

177.955.689
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The partners in figures
GHA
Ownership
structure and legal
form
Number of
employees (FTE)
Number of
employees
represented in the
port
Net revenue (public
sector) - euros
Net turnover
(private sector) euros
Total capital - euros

Alfaport

Autonomous Antwerp
Port Authority

VZW (non profit
organisation)

Public Limited
Company

1.661,9

5,3
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22.000

246.961.658,81

7.326.653,00

1.091.622.150,89

166.714.285,00

Equity capital Debts
(private sector) euros

Total assets - euros

MLSO

5.430.569,08

1.219.647.437,20

514.073,88
5.962.023,97

166.714.285,00
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Our awards: honours we can be proud of
The Antwerp port community has won numerous awards in recent years. Here are a few
examples.
Lloyd's List Global Award 2010: Port Operator of the Year
Security Award 2009 from the National Nuclear Security Administration (US):
because since 2007, the port of Antwerp has conducted intensive monitoring in over
forty locations for the presence of products with radioactive radiation. This nuclear
detection forms part of the global Megaports Initiative to deter the trade in nuclear
weapons.
Shipping Star Award 2009: the Shipping Star Awards are an initiative of the website
ShippingChina.com, and are awarded on the basis of votes cast by merchants,
shippers and logistics companies in China, among others.
Best Dry Bulk Port 2009: among other things, the nominated ports were assessed
for the efforts that they have made to handle bulk goods in an efficient, safe and
environmentally friendly way, the quality of the further logistical handling,
customer-friendliness, the investments in port infrastructure, and for the approach of
their management to generate local and international business. The Port of Antwerp
received the best assessments for these criteria.
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The companies that are active in the port have also received many awards and recognition in
recent years. This sustainability report includes an appendix with the overview of these
awards as known to the port community at the time of publication. The companies are
encouraged to update the list via this website.
This only includes distinctions, awards, honours, etc. Safety, quality, product and other
certification is not included. After all, practically every company in the port is certified in one
or more aspects, which would result in a virtually endless list.
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Mission
The port of Antwerp aims to positioning itself as a leader in
sustainability in the Hamburg-Le Havre range.
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Vision
In the 20th century, the emphasis of port policy focused heavily on economic
development. The basic objective was to organise various and ever-growing flows of goods
and to create stable, large-scale employment for highly trained people. This will also remain
the core task of the port community in the future. However, a number of social themes will
influence port activities more than before. Environmental management is gaining more
prominence. Stakeholder management needs to be developed further. In the coming
decades, the port will also promote a policy of economic diversification to expand synergy
between maritime trade, logistics and industry into new services connected to the port. And,
last but not least, work will be done to develop modes of hinterland transport that have a
lighter impact on the surroundings.

The port of Antwerp sees itself as a port of and for people . This demands continuous
attention for the involvement of the city and the region, and the further reinforcement of
support for the modern port. The only way to maintain the high productivity that our port is
famous for is by recruiting the right people in the right place. Matching labour supply and
demand remains a challenge. A long-term relationship with employees and extensive
promotion of port jobs are needed to ensure labour continuity, within a safe working
environment
Finally, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that the geographical location of
Antwerp itself is unique for a future-oriented transport policy. Where else in the world can the
largest ocean-going (container) ships navigate 80 km inland to the heart of the most
urbanised and industrialised region of Europe? It is almost certain that transport costs over
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land will increase further under European and national regulations. This makes the inland
location of the port of Antwerp an important trump card that limits transport costs and
minimises transport-related effects on the environment. This factor is further reinforced by
the continuing expansion of the tri-modal connections that are present for further transport
inland.
The bundling of goods flows in a world-class port offers many new opportunities for an
updated mobility policy. The ultimate criterion is of course that the transport of goods
between the maritime foreland and the continental hinterland can proceed smoothly. Even on
the land side, the main port model offers important benefits for mobility management. By
bundling major cargo flows in a port with sufficient critical mass, such as Antwerp, sufficient
cargo volume can be consolidated, making it possible to increase the use of inland waterways
and rail. This makes a very environmentally friendly transport policy possible, which is
expressed in the modal split that is beneficial for Antwerp. This does still need to continue to
evolve towards modes that have a lower impact on the surroundings.
Sustainability not only means maintaining and reinforcing the competitive position of the port,
but also building a vital economic web that is resilient to crisis. For Antwerp specifically, a
central priority is to develop the most diverse possible port economy (main port concept).
This will promote the stability of the port economy and create numerous synergies that
strengthen the economic structure of the port, and therefore its attractiveness.
Good management demands vision and a stable strategic policy that does not change
direction with every change in economic situation. A stop and go or zigzag policy only creates
a lack of clarity and uncertainty for the port community and for the other stakeholders. The
merit of the sustainability report is that a large number of elements of sustainability are given
in a single overview, starting from a baseline measurement of these elements.
With the Total Plan and the collaboration between all the partners at the port level, the sense
of community has received a more solid foundation, which further underpins support for a
long-term perspective for the port of Antwerp.
With this sustainability report, the port community intends to increase support for
sustainability to include the companies and actors connected to the port, to attract
sustainable investments, not only to inform the stakeholders but also to involve them in the
sustainability performance, and to offer the Port of Antwerp’s global clients an efficient and
economically strong partner in the global supply chain.
After all, a sustainable approach is a basic requirement to be able to achieve continued
growth and to be able to continue to make progress in all elements of People, Profit and
Planet while increasing in scale.
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Strategy
The Antwerp port community has the ambition of positioning itself as a leader in
sustainability in the Hamburg-Le Havre range. This objective is also reflected in the Total Plan
for the port of Antwerp.
The four major themes of the supply chain and the six themes to reinforce the community
must ensure a vital and effective, environmentally friendly and locally supported port.

Vital and Efficient
A vibrant port is a major economic driver of its region and hinterland, where all the activities
are done effectively and efficiently. The actions below affect the profit side.
Making the choice for Antwerp easy:

a reliable partner in the global supply chain
a main port with excellent nautical accessibility, with a wide range of continuous
services with synergies between the different functions (maritime, logistics, industry)
with its cargo-generating capacity for the hinterland and the port industry
with available capacity for container handling, a unique pipeline network and the
highest concentration of logistical storage and distribution spaceand its high labour
productivity
Sustainably optimising the high added value of the port for Flanders and Belgium.
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Improving hinterland access to facilitate the growth of intermodal transport to and from
Antwerp. Implementing the Master Plans for transport by inland waterway, rail and road and
integrating them with the government's Mobility Masterplan for Antwerp.
Strengthening the position of the port of Antwerp on the global market. Sustainability is one
of its trademark features for this. Offering services that are among the best in the world by
investing in improvements of the operating efficiency and optimisation of technical nautical
services.
For the supply chain organisation, making maximum use of the existing and planned
navigation options and developing a long-term vision for nautical accessibility. An integrated
supply chain approach will be a key concept to enable the ships not only to enter the port
smoothly, but also to be handled efficiently once in port.
Implementing a strong innovation policy to keep the competitive advantage and the image
of the port at a high level.
Improving operational efficiency through higher storage productivity. Unused or unusable
land will need to be prepared for construction in the coming years.
A safe and secure port is a crucial condition for smooth cargo handling. Maintaining the
good reputation of the port of Antwerp (all the terminals for ocean shipping are ISPS certified),
and strengthening it where possible.

Environmentally friendly
A port that keeps ecology and nature in mind. Activities in the context of the planet.

Proactively, responsibly and critically dealing with environmental challenges.
Developing a knowledge centre that gathers all the relevant information and data to

implement a coordinated environmental and nature policy in the port area.
Overseeing the evolution of caring for the environment from being a potential obstacle
to economic expansion to being a competitive advantage in comparison to the other
ports in the range.
Proactively investigating how the activities measure up to the international, European
and Flemish environmental targets.
Handling environmental challenges from the point of view of social involvement.
Testing environmental efforts and strategies for their effectiveness and efficiency in
the context of the global environment. Region-oriented integrated interpretation of
these principles where this generates added value for the environmental policy in the
sector.
Region-oriented: The specific character of the port means that it needs
complementary and supplementary (and possibly replacement) policies aside from the
policy in the sector to the extent that this serves the environmental objectives. This
ensures a more effective and efficient environmental policy.
Integrated: Port users benefit from looking at the environmental issues in an
integrated way. This is because there are cumulative effects and interactions between
the environmental components.

Local support
A port of and for people. Activities in the context of people.

Staying alert to changing environmental factors at the national and international
levels. Continuing to devote attention to the social aspects of work. Emphasising
education, training and attracting sufficient staff.
Making a contribution to the social efforts for a more sustainable society with

special attention to area residents and employees.
Strengthening social support for the port among all stakeholders in Belgium and
abroad. Being attentive to soft values in addition to the creation of employment and
welfare.
Improving awareness of the importance of the port of Antwerp, promoting social
integration with the city and the wider region, promoting maximum participation of
the players involved. Many diverse instruments are used for this that are coordinated
with each other through consultation structures.
Strengthening the image of the port of Antwerp as an attractive employer.
Ensuring a healthy social climate.
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Important outcomes, challenges and opportunities
After almost two centuries of uninterrupted port expansion, Antwerp has grown to become a
world-class maritime logistics and industry cluster. The history of the port shows that this
evolution was linked to rapid growth, but also continued in periods of stagnation and even
recession. The most important port operators have always succeeded in bringing the port
economy back to a state of growth through product innovation, expansion of the products
offered, and extensive investments in infrastructure and superstructure.
However, with expansion of the past decade and a half, and after the “Saeftinghe
Development Area” is put into use, the port will have reached its physical limits. For the first
time, policy makers are being confronted with the concept of ‘finiteness’ for port planning.
‘Finiteness’ is however a challenge rather than a problem . To be able to grow further, infill
development, rezoning and investment will be the keywords for the future, together with
sustainability. Because when the concept of ‘finiteness’ gains a place in the port discourse,
the concept of ‘sustainability’ will unavoidably become more important.
At the same time, the port has in a way become a?victim of its own success. The vast area
and the impressive cargo volume create major challenges with regard to capacity, the
environment, and efficiency of the logistical process . If the port wants to maintain
support from the general public, fundamental solutions will be needed. At the same time, the
rapid changes to the global economy and the rise of new values compel policy makers and
business owners to adjust their focus.
In short, the port will only be able to remain a main port by making space for more traffic
and industrial and logistical activities on its current land area and the future Saeftinghe
Development Area. In addition, it will be necessary to ensure the maritime and continental
accessibility of the port in the long term and it will be crucial that the external effects of the
port activities on the water, air and soil are kept to a minimum. Finally, the port community
remains an important employer. The competition for talent will continue unabated.
If these challenges are not answered, there is the risk that the port will lose its role as an
economic centre. A restructuring process is therefore the logical next step. The first scenario
is of course preferred simply because the main port scenario provides by far the most benefit
for the community economically, socially and ecologically.
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The path to a first sustainability report
Report profile
The first sustainability report of the Antwerp port community concerns the data for the year
2009. The report will be published every two years.

Scope and demarcation
Sustainability at different levels
The establishment in October 2010 of a 'Sustainability Steering Committee' within the
Total Plan for the Port of Antwerp marked the start of the sustainability reporting process. In
November 2010, four thematic work groups were set up that reported to this steering
committee:
People: social internal: within the geographically defined port area, about staff
numbers and policy, training, work safety, etc;
People: social external: municipalities bordering the port, activities outside the port
area, etc;
Planet: environment: impact of operation and development of the port on the living
environment;
Profit: economic aspects of the port.
The sustainability steering committee and the thematic work groups were made up of
representatives of the initiators together with other stakeholders.
It was decided to draw up the sustainability report in accordance with the international
Global Reporting Initiative standards as much as possible. This methodology is not only
generally recognised, it is also one of the most widespread, most standardised and most used
method for organisations that wish to publish sustainability reports. This will ensure that
quality is guaranteed
This quality guarantee is further reinforced by the external validation of the report by an
objective third party, in this case PwC Auditors, of a selected number of indicators in the
report, respectively for 2009 or for 2009 and 2010. This validation was conducted according
to the International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISEA) 3000 with a ‘limited
assurance’. ISEA 3000 is a model developed for non-financial data-auditing. A limited
assurance means that certain requirements for data gathering have been met.

In an attestation with a limited degree of certainty, the following procedures
are carried out, among others: discussion with the person responsible for data regarding the
organization and calculation of the indicator, and to a limited extent the validation of the
information obtained. This is comparable to a 'review' of financial data and therefore less
far-reaching than an audit.
The attested indicators throughout the text are provided with the PwC logo as shown here.
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Because the sustainability report is a collective report for the Antwerp port community, it
reports on the port area with regard to the tasks/competences of the GHA and the MLSO as
well as the activities of the port community (Alfaport). VOKA – Antwerp-Waasland Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) also provided data. This is
unique.
The sustainability report concerns the Antwerp sea port area that is geographically defined
in the environmental impact report for the plan (plan-MER) as the Most Socially Feasible
Alternative (Meest Maatschappelijk Haalbare Alternatief, MMHA). The MMHA is a target
scenario of how the port and its surroundings will look in 2030. This is based on current
knowledge and is used for the demarcation of the port area. The MMHA is a demarcation
based on variant B1 from the environmental impact report with a number of modifications as
a result of the environmental impact assessment. In this report, this demarcation has been
modified further on the basis of the Spatial Development Plan (Ruimtelijk UitvoeringsPlan,
RUP) approved in 2009 for the Antwerp metropolitan area, which includes the Scheldekaaien
and the Petroleum Zuid area, which therefore no longer fall under the MMHA. Petroleum Zuid
is included in the data from the National Bank. An adjustment will be made in the calculation
there when the RUP for the port receives final approval.
All the indicators/data therefore also apply to that aggregated level as much as possible. It is
stated where this is not the case.
We hope that the sustainability report will be useful for the individual companies as a
framework and as an example. The GHA, the MLSO and Alfaport or their members can draw
up individual sustainability reports about their activities in addition to this collective initiative.
This will then be done in a separate (integrated) annual report or sustainability report.
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Methodology used
According to the GRI principles
This report follows the protocol and the basic principles of the GRI. Under the principles with
regard to materiality and inspection, the most relevant indicators were chosen as a basis
for companies to change their work methods. We hope to receive relevant input from the
stakeholders about this.
Following the principles of balance and completeness, both positive and negative elements
are addressed for all aspects of sustainable development.
Finally, the principle of comparability requires that the performance can be compared to a
benchmark and with other relevant players.

Adjusted for the characteristics of the port of Antwerp
Modifications and/or changes to the GRI guidelines and methodology have been made where
necessary, because the reporting framework should be relevant to the port of Antwerp. This
requires customisation according to its specific context. The GRI methodology was originally
intended for multinational corporations. Due to a lack of indicators specific to the reality of a
port area, a number of adjustments were necessary. Only those generic indicators that are
meaningful in a port context were taken from the GRI list. They have been supplemented
with relevant indicators from official sources and other external organisations, at all times
remaining within the limits of the protocol and the basic principles as mentioned above.
Aside from the GRI list, a number of other initiatives were also considered that generate key
performance indicators specifically intended for ports. This involved indicators developed
within the PPRISM (Port Performance Indicators, Selection and Measurement) project, which
is a project financed by ESPO (European Sea Ports Organisation) and the European
Commission. Indicators were also considered that are included in SuPort, an instrument
developed by Arup for sustainability reporting on Spanish ports.

Use of official data
The data used are supported by official statistics as much as possible.2009 is being used
as the basis year because almost all the data are available for that year. The limiting factor
is the availability of the data collected by the National Bank from the annual accounts of the
companies. For the other indicators, the data from 2010 have also been included, if available,
to create the most up-to-date possible picture.
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Consultation with stakeholders
The stakeholders were involved in the process at an early stage. The initiators wanted the
broadest possible support for the sustainability report. They were therefore engaged to take
into account the comments made as much as possible. Where this was not possible (for
example due to a lack of data) or when this was not designated? this was clearly explained
and justified.
Within the group of stakeholders, VOKA – Antwerp-Waasland Chamber of Commerce and
Industry deserves special mention for their contribution with regard to the information
gathering about industry in the port.
An initial stakeholder consultation was held in February 2011 with the following
objectives:
to gain a good understanding of the expectations of the stakeholders, including
regarding the degree of involvement and contribution;
to gain insight into the themes that were relevant to the stakeholders and about which
they expected a report.
All the stakeholders were given a reply form in advance as preparation for this meeting.
An outline of the process was given at the meeting, as well as the role that the stakeholders
could play. The chairs of the four thematic work groups then explained what themes and
indicators could be offered, what difficulties were present, what data were already available,
etc.
Work was then done in four thematic working groups to go deeper into possible indicators.
The results of the thematic discussions were discussed in a plenary session, in which there
was another opportunity to ask questions and to make comments, including about the
discussion groups in which people were not directly involved.
This initial stakeholders meeting was followed by different sub-work-groups in which there
was feedback regarding the indicators and any difficulties or modifications.
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On
6 September 2011, a second stakeholder consultation took place in which the structure
and the basis texts of the report were presented following an explanation to a plenary session
about the path followed and the progress made. These work groups were intentionally given a
mixed composition to make it clear whether non-specialists could properly understand certain
themes.
On 9 November 2011, the full content of the report was presented during a third
stakeholder consultation.
The form of publication chosen was a website in combination with a short, concise and very
accessible printed report. The initiators hope to use this to distribute the report and the ideas
on sustainability, to offer more opportunities for interactivity, and at the same time to
distribute the output in a sustainable way. The brief printed report was published on
FSC-certified paper using biodegradable inks.
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The stakeholders
Companies (via business organisations)
Antwerp Stevedores Association (ABAS)
Antwerp Shipping Federation (ASV
Belgian Association of Tank Storage Operators (BATO)
Centrale der Werkgevers aan de Haven van Antwerpen CVBA (CEPA) [Centre for Employers at
the Port of Antwerp]
Royal Belgian Shipowners' Association (KBRV)
Royal Association of Trafficflow Controllers (KVBG)
Antwerp Freight Forwarding, Logistic and Works Agents Association (VEA)
VOKA Antwerp-Waasland Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Trade unions
ACV
ACLVB (VSOA)
ABVV
VSOA

Local governments
Municipality of Beveren
Municipality of Sint-Gillis-Waas
Municipality of Stabroek
Municipality of Zwijndrecht
Provincie of Antwerp
District of Berendrecht-Zandvliet-Lillo
District of Ekeren
Lillo Port Centre
Province of East Flanders Oost-Vlaanderen
City of Antwerp

Environmental groups
BBL
Natuurpunt

Agriculture
Algemeen Boerensyndicaat (ABS) [General Farmers’ Syndicate]
Boerenbond (Farmers' Union)

Transport
Infrabel
SNCB
SNCB Logistics
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Rail Force
VOKA Inland Navigation Commission
FEBETRA
Transport and Logistics Flanders
LOGOS (Education Fund of the Joint Committee no. 226 (PC 226)) for the employees of
international trade, transport and logistics)
OCHA ( Opleidingscentrum voor Havenarbeiders vzw) [Training Centre for Port Workers]
Prior consultation was held with Essenscia (multisectoral umbrella organisation in the field of
chemicals and the life sciences), although Essenscia did not participate in the work groups.
The National Bank of Belgium supplied data from the annual accounts and social balances in
function of various indicators. The Flemish government was involved in the report by calling
up information for the indicators and informal discussions with the Flemish Environment
Agency (VMM), INBO and OVAM.
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Stop 1: At sea – the port of Antwerp as the gateway
to Europe
Antwerp has been one of the most important ports in the world for several centuries. It is
currently the second largest port in Europe . In 2010 about 180 million tons of goods were
shipped to Antwerp from everywhere in the world. Because Antwerp hasa central location
in Europe, the port of Antwerp is the most important gateway to Europe.
Shipping companies have a number of good reasons to choose Antwerp . After all, the
combination of careful and efficient cargo handling, an extensive logistical network and strong
industrial and production facilities make Antwerp a versatile port.
Finally, Antwerp is also a safe port. Goods and waste flows undergo strict checks. Work
safety is a high priority.
The port of Antwerp offers its users a lot of advantages. But who are these users, and what
are these advantages?
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The users
Shipping companies operate ships and use them to transport containers or goods by sea
and they pay port fees to have their ships dock at the port. This makes them direct customers
of the port.
Terminal operators are companies that run the port terminals, which is a quayside area that
is set up to load and unload goods. Terminals form the start and end point of a transport
movement by sea, inland shipping, rail or the road. Increasingly, the terminal operators are
multinational service providers that offer their clients a network of port terminals around the
world.
Consignors are companies that buy, possibly process, and sell goods. They hire the shipping
companies to ship their goods. Traders focus on buying and reselling goods. A shipping
agent is a logistical service provider that conducts distribution activities for a consignor under
contract.
For all these users, costs and speed are determining factors in addition to services and
reliability. However, where it used to be that purely the logistical process (transporting goods
from A to B) was the central activity, integrated supply chain management is gaining
importance. The sustainability aspects of port activities are also increasingly important as
criteria for the choice of port. The link to the services provided by concession holders and
access to the hinterland by rail and pipelines also play a role in this choice.
The sustainable objectives and commitments taken on by these players are done in the
context of increasing emancipation of the end consumer . End consumers increasingly
attach importance to the quality of the products that they buy and how the products are
made and transported, and the effects of this on people and the environment.
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The advantages
First of all, there is of course the location of the port of Antwerp. Goods can be transported
80 kilometres inland by ship before being distributed further to the European hinterland. Our
clients literally sail into Europe. This not only reduces transport costs, it is also much more
efficient than transport by truck. Stop 5 of our route through the port goes into this aspect in
more depth.
An extensive network of pipelines and roads, railways and waterways then ensures rapid
penetration of the European market . This is significant, given that 60% of European
purchasing power is located within a radius of 500 kilometres around Antwerp!
Our port can handle literally any type of traffic, with productivity that anyone can
appreciate. Attractive industry and production facilities , including the largest
petrochemical cluster in Europe, further demonstrate its versatility.
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Good handling of goods
In 2009, the port of Antwerp handled 157.8 million tons of goods. This was 16.7% less than in
2008, as a result of the global economic crisis. (2010 was back up to178.2 million tons of
goods, double the amount 20 years ago!) The port can handle any type of traffic, from
containers to bulk cargo to RORO.

Containers

The port loads and unloads about 8.5 million standard containers per year . When you
think that 1 container holds as much as 300 shopping carts, this traffic is equivalent 2.5 billion
trips to the super market!
Antwerp has succeeded in improving its market share every year for the past few years, even
during the crisis and the year that followed. Antwerp passed Hamburg to become the
second-largest container port in Europe after Rotterdam.
The success of the container traffic is primarily due tothe presence of various specialised
container terminals. The commissioning of the Deurganckdok in 2005 doubled the capacity
for container traffic, meaning that container processing will remain one of the most important
strengths of the port.

General cargo
Antwerp is the most important port in Europe for conventional general cargo. It is number one
in Europe for processing of fruit, coffee and wood. The port handles 10 million tons ofsteel
and non-ferrous metals, making it the most important steel port in the world. Despite the
recent loss of some of its market share, Antwerp remains an important European port in this
segment.
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Dry bulk goods

Antwerp has excellent infrastructure to process dry bulk goods quickly and efficiently. The
most important bulk goods are coal, iron ore, other ores and kaolin . They primarily come
from Russia, Algeria and North America.
The transfer of dry bulk goods is declining. The volume of this traffic is highly dependent on
demand from the industrial hinterland

Liquid bulk goods

Every year, about 40.9 million tons of liquid bulk goods 'flow' through the port.Chemical
products and crude oil make up most of this. An underground network of 350 kilometres of
piping ensures rapid, safe and affordable transport of the crude oil that is supplied directly
from Rotterdam. A number of terminals offer a total of about 5.4 million m3 of storage
capacity.
The market share in European traffic of liquid bulk goods is stable to growing slightly. If crude
oil was not included in the figures, the market share would actually be rising.
The presence in our port of a world-class petrochemical cluster of course makes this type of
traffic strategically important.
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A safe port
Shipping companies that call at Antwerp know that their ships and goods will be guided
through the port safely. The port even wins awards for this. Furthermore, the ships arrive in a
safe and secure port, where they can also dispose of their waste in an environmentally
responsible way.
And of course it is safe for every port employee. This is explained in depth in stop 4.

Safe and secure port
ISPS - Alfapass
The attacks of 11 September 2001 prompted tighter security regulations. TheInternational
Ship and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS) drawn up by the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) took effect on 1 July 2004.
This ISPS code involves a number of obligations for safety and security. For instance, it
prescribes that all waterside terminals must organise access control. In 2010, 83 facilities met
the requirements of this ISPS code.
At the Belgian level too, everyone who gains access to a terminal must be registered. To
avoid waiting times at the terminals, it is best to have as much automation as possible
through a single system. The Antwerp port community developed the Alfapass Card
Management System (Alfapass) for this reason. The card, which is paid for by the holder,
contains the holder's personal information. The terminals use this to decide whether they will
grant access rights to the Alfapass holder. The advantage of this is that holders can travel
throughout the port much more easily than an occasional visitor without an Alfapass.
The number of Alfapasses issued fluctuates around 36,000 units. Most of the terminals are
equipped for this.

Authorised Economic Operator (AEO)
The AEO Certificate is issued by customs to companies that are active internationally. An
AEO Certificate, which is valid throughout the entire European Union, offers advantages to
companies in international commerce. It is a standard of trustworthiness in the international
supply chain. For instance, certificate holders are less strictly checked for cross-border trade,
reducing delays at borders. To gain the status of an Authorised Economic Operator,
companies must meet a number of security criteria that are based on the Community
Customs Code and accompanying application regulations.
There are three types of AEO certificates:
AEO customs simplification certificate (AEOC)
AEO security and safety certificate (AEOS)
the full AEO Certificate (AEOF)
The degree to which a company is granted provisions upon inspection depends on the type of
certificate.
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The AEO Certificates have been issued in the port of Antwerp since 2008 and the number of
certificates issued has risen steadily.

Undesired passengers

The customs service has fixed and mobile scanners on both the Left and Right Banks to check
containers, among other things for the presence of undesired passengers, as well as strict
checks elsewhere in the port to keep the number of undesired passengers as low as possible.
A distinction is made within the port between stowaways, people illegally arriving by ship,
and illegals, people illegally trying to leave by ship. There have been major fluctuations in
numbers over the years.

Waste collection for ships too!
The port of Antwerp stimulates ocean-going and inland vessels to bring in their waste
themselves. In the case of seagoing ships, waste collection is governed by general
international agreements as part of the MARPOL (Marine Pollution) treaty and the European
directive on port reception facilities for ship-generated waste and cargo residues. The port has
its own specific interpretation of this. The waste management system for shipping, which uses
financial stimuli to encourage the ships to deliver their waste as well as the monitoring the
ships intensively via an information system, is being taken as an example for other European
ports.

Inland navigation is also being stimulated to deposit its waste. There are three waste
dumps for barges in the port of Antwerp. They can dispose of their non-hazardous,
separated waste materials there at no charge, seven days per week in the waste containers
provided. They can also dispose of hazardous waste at no charge during business hours
overseen by the waste dump supervisor. In addition to waste facilities on land, barges can use
the bilge boats to discharge their bilge water, domestic waste and small hazardous waste.
These efforts have produced results. The volume of waste collected from inland vessels
increased up to 2008, even with falling traffic. The subsequent economic crisis put further
pressure on the number of ship journeys, reducing the quantity of waste.

Ocean shipping operators are also making efforts, which is shown by the large volumes of
different types of waste that have been collected in the port of Antwerp, particularly oily
waste and waste from ship operations (domestic waste, plastic and kitchen scraps). The
decrease of this latter category over the years and the simultaneous increase in the port of
Rotterdamcan on the one hand can be explained in part by the number of ships that call:
35,000 in Rotterdam against 15,000 in Antwerp. However, this does not fully explain the
difference. The cause could also lie in the different contribution system for shipping waste. On
the other hand, the amount that has to be paid to dispose of oily waste anywhere is related to
the amount disposed of.

Oil leaks under control

The number of registered incidents in which oil reached the surface water from known and
unknown sources varies between 70 and 110 per year. By drawing up and implementing an
oil emergency plan, the GHA (Antwerp Port Authority) hopes to reduce this figure over time.

Environmental Ship Index (ESI)
As of 2010, Antwerp has adopted the Environmental Ship Index (ESI) that was launched at the
end of 2010 by the International Association of Ports and Harbours (IAPH). This international
standard rewards more environmentally friendly ocean vessels in the framework of the
sustainable development of the ports.
The port of Antwerp is one of the initiators of the Environmental Ship Index together with the

ports of Le Havre, Bremen, Hamburg, Rotterdam and Amsterdam.
Shipping companies can calculate their ESI score at www.environmentalshipindex.org. The
certificate is issued on the basis of the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulphur oxides
(SOx). The ocean-going ships must have better emissions scores than the current IMO
standard (International Maritime Organisation).
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Waste collection. Also for ships!

The port of Antwerp stimulates ocean-going and inland vessels to bring in their waste
themselves. For shipping, this is arranged through international agreements in the framework
of the MARPOL (MARine POLlution) convention and the European directive on port reception
facilities for ship-generated waste and cargo residues. The port has its own specific regulation
of this. The waste management system for shipping, in which financial stimuli are used to
encourage the ships to deliver their waste and the ships are also intensively monitored via an
information system, is even being taken as an example for other European ports.

Inland navigation is also being stimulated to deposit its waste. There are three waste
dumps for barges in the port of Antwerp. They can dispose of their non-hazardous,
separated waste materials there at no charge, seven days per week in the waste containers
provided. They can also dispose of hazardous waste at no charge during business hours
overseen by the waste dump supervisor. In addition to waste facilities on land, barges can use
the bilge boats to discharge their bilge water, domestic waste and small hazardous waste.
These efforts have produced results. The volume of waste collected from inland vessels
increased up to 2008, even with falling traffic. The subsequent economic crisis put further
pressure on the number of shipping trips, reducing the quantity of waste.
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Efforts have also been made by ocean shipping, which is shown by the large volumes
collected of different types of waste that have been deposited in the port of Antwerp, namely
oily and operational ship waste (domestic waste, plastic and kitchen scraps). The reduction of
this latter category over the years and the simultaneous increase in the port of Rotterdam can
on the one hand be explained by the number of calls: 35,000 in Rotterdam against 15,000 in
Antwerp. However, this does not fully explain the difference. The cause may also be in the
difference contribution systems for shipping waste. On the other hand, the contribution that
has to be paid to dispose of oily waste anywhere is related to the amount that is disposed of.

Oil spills under control

The number of registered incidents in which oil reached the surface water from known and
unknown sources varies between 70 and 110 per year. By drawing up and implementing
an oil emergency plan, the GHA (Antwerp Port Authority) hopes to reduce this figure over
time.

Environmental Ship Index (ESI)
As of 2010, Antwerp has adopted the Environmental Ship Index (ESI) that was launched at the
end of 2010 by the International Association of Ports and Harbours (IAPH). This international
standard rewards more environmentally friendly ocean vessels in the framework of the
sustainable development of the ports.

The port of Antwerp is one of the initiators of the Environmental Ship Index together with the
ports of Le Havre, Bremen, Hamburg, Rotterdam and Amsterdam.
Shipping companies can calculate their ESI score at www.environmentalshipindex.org. The
issue of the certificate is based on the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulphur oxides
(SOx). The ocean-going ships must have better emissions scores than the current IMO
standard (International Maritime Organisation).
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Parking an ocean-going ship
Quay 63. The immense building at the Siberia Bridge is literally and figuratively a monument
in the port of Antwerp. This building still houses the technical services of the Antwerp Port
Authority, but is getting ready for a new future. Within a few years this will become the new
Port House, with a design by the top international architect Zaha Hadid and using the BREEAM
assessment method to optimise the sustainability performance of the building. The design
won a sustainability award even before being built.
We have arranged to meet in front of the entrance. A brisk introduction, intent eyes, no frills,
but friendly. Just what you would expect from a tugboat captain. In 2007, Captain Sabrina
Blommaert became the first, and so far only, female tugboat captain for the Antwerpse
Sleepbedrijf (Antwerp Towing Company) which is part of the Port Authority.

Day, night and on call
If this was a day shift, Sabrina would already have been at it for over two hours. In this way I
am immediately drawn into the work schedule of a tugboat crew in the port of Antwerp.
A work week, which does not necessary start on Monday, is always 5 days long and starts
with 2 day shifts (7:45 am to 7:45 pm). This is followed by a day on call, which means that you
have to be available between 6:00 am and 22:00 pm, for example to replace a sick colleague,
provide relief in extra busy times, etc. This often turns into a 'late shift' (2:00 pm to 2:00 am)
or a night (7:45 pm to 7:45 am). This day on call is followed by two successive days of night
shift (7:45 pm to 7:45 am). If you had to do a night shift during your watch day, you get 3
days of night shift in a row. These 5 days are followed by a rest period: 3 days in the summer
or 5 days in the winter. Crew members have to work 1,880 hours annually in this way. For
most people, this is not really a problem. "You can't really let go of your tow line in the middle
of the harbour because your shift is over, can you?"
This complex work schedule is set for everyone a year in advance. "Our colleagues from other
ports think it's quite unusual," says Sabrina.

Never the same, but familiar
The shift starts at the project supervisor on quay 602 project supervisor. He says whether
you have to pick up a ship and where it needs to go, or whether you will go to relieve a
colleague. He also sets the working channel for the radio communication, and off you go.
Once the task is complete, you report for the next assignment.
The name of the ship often sounds familiar. Where it comes from. The berth where it is going.
The cargo. If it is transporting bulk goods, it will have deeper draught and be less
manoeuvrable. Everything goes more slowly. Container ships sit higher in the water, which
makes them less cumbersome. Just the size, the huge power of their motors, bow thrusters...
everything on it and about it says that it needs to go forward. Time is money.
"I've actually always done the big ocean-going ships," says Sabrina. You especially need to
watch out for the turbulent water from the propellers of those giants. The tremendous water
displacement can violently push the tugboat sideways strongly.
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Between the captain and the rest
The sea and river pilots and the captains of the ocean tugboats ensure safe passage
from the sea over the Scheldt to the port locks, 80 kilometres inland. There, the port pilots
and the tugboat captains from Towing Services take over.
Sabrina's work area is within the port, on both the Right and Left banks of the Scheldt. This
is actually also true for her life partner Erik, a tugboat captain since 2004, who is following the
conversation closely. ("We have to go somewhere after this, so we just came together.")
The port pilot acts as an intermediary between the sea ship and the 'rest of the port'. He
ensures that the bridges are open on time, warns the inland craft, maintains contact with the
port authorities and advises the ship captain during the manoeuvres. However, that captain
retains final responsibility.
Sabrina's eyes light up when she explains how she 'parks' sea ships. Big or small, often they
are not more than 10 metres from each other on the Antwerp port quays! "Our colleagues
from the private towing services don't deal with that. But then again, we don't know what it is
to pick up a boat 'on the fly' at sea or on the Scheldt."

Tugboats always right themselves
If a tugboat capsizes (remember the turbulence earlier...) it will always right itself. At least if
the crew respects the basic safety rules:
keep all doors closed to prevent water coming in;everyone wears and hardhat and life
vest;everyone 'inside' while towing.
Like her colleagues, Sabrina is especially strict about this, even though there are almost no
accidents. "It's always good to get more training," says Sabrina.

Slow and steady
"Over the years, I have seen more and more women in the port," says Sabrina. "It is
growing, although slowly." For instance, she knows 5 women in the dredging service
(Sabrina's first job with the Port Authority), 9 women in the towing services (including crew
members), and 1 woman training to be an engineer. There have actually been major
improvements at the locks for women who sail or are active in the field organisation. "You
meet more women in the offices. They will have the actual figures somewhere."
How is it combining work and family? This is a question that the tugboat captain has
probably already heard a lot. Would I also ask it if I was only interviewing Erik? Anyway,
Sabrina doesn't bat an eyelid. "If you want it easy, you take a 9 to 5 job," is her answer. "It's
your own choice. You know what you're in for." Her 11 year old son can already manage well
on his own, but with younger children, good day care is simply a must.

There is almost nothing floating around anymore
For the couple, there are no two ways about it. The port of Antwerp has achievedgreat
results in the last 10 years with regard to waste collection and reduction, water quality,
fish stocks, etc. "Now the problem is that more algae grow on the ships. But that is just
because the water has gotten a lot cleaner!"

Strangely or not, to them sustainability also means safety. "Everything is cordoned off
now. You can't just come and go as you please. And that's a good thing. Fewer 'tourists'
means less illegal dumping, fewer break-ins on the ships..."
Sabrina sees the port continuing to grow. Construction and renovation is being done, the ships
keep getting bigger and new equipment is making it more efficient to guide the ships, and
personally she is already looking at the more powerful but more environmentally-friendly
tugboats that are steadily being delivered.
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Stop 2: A driver of the economy and employment
The combination of maritime, logistical and industrial activities generates significant added
value. In this way, the port of Antwerp plays an important role in the economic fibre of
Flanders and Belgium.
Of course, this is also reflected in employment. The port of Antwerp directlyemploys about
60,000 people who live close to the port, most of whom have permanent full time jobs.
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Added value
Per sector

The breakdown of the added value gives an indication of the diversified structure of the port.
The overview also shows the high importance of industry , which creates about half the
total added value.
Over the past six years, there has been a rising trend in the added value with a short period of
stagnation in 2006 and a major drop in the crisis year of 2009. Industry was already
stagnating in 2008 due to the high oil prices and the impending end of GM Opel. The
development of the added value is strongly affected by the high volatility of the shipping
sector.

Per cluster
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In the period from 2003-2009, the maritime sector, with 5.9% average growth, was more
dynamic than industry, which grew by 1.8%. Given the share of the industrial cluster, the port
has every interest in maintaining the diversity of the cluster with a proactive investment
policy.

Direct and indirect added value

The indirect added value has been much less changeable and is therefore much more resilient
to crisis than the direct added value.

Share of Flemish and national GNP

The added value of the port of Antwerp is greater than many other business sectors in
Belgium, as shown by the data from 2007. Only construction created more added value in
that year. In 2009, the direct added value in the port of Antwerp was 4.4% of the GDP of
Flanders, 0.7% less than in 2008. The total added value represented a 9.1% share, a decrease
of 0.6%.
Nationally, the shares of GNP were 2.5% and 5.2% respectively.

Profitability

In general, the profitability of the businesses in the Antwerp port sector is at a good level.
However, the split between sectors with a good or normal margin and the sectors with a low
margin is striking (land transport and commerce). The shipping companies are highly
profitable, but this is very dependent on the economic situation.

The crisis of 2009 had a strong negative effect on the profit margins of all sectors, with the
exception of industry, which seemed to be relatively crisis-proof. Better knowledge of the
factors that affect the profitability of the various sectors is needed to achieve better directed
policy.
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The port as an employer
The activities in the port provide work in and around Antwerp and in Flanders . The
diversity of jobs is not the only remarkable factor. The scope of employment is particularly
impressive. About 60,000 people work in the port of Antwerp itself, and port activities provide
over 85,000 further jobs in the rest of Belgium, meaning that the port provides more than
145,000 jobs in total. This represents about 6.6% of working people in Flanders or 3.8% of
Belgians.

The trend in employment was slightly rising until 2008, with only a slight fall in 2009. With a
decrease of 2.3% in 2009, employment in the port of Antwerp indeed suffered less than the
added value during the economic recession.
It is clear that despite the significant fall in activities in 2009, the different business
sectors despite the significant fall in activities in 2009 – have successfully developed a
business strategy that can maintain employment even in difficult times.
The weight of the maritime sector in terms of employment is much greater than its share in
the added value. In terms of job creation, the maritime sector has in fact been more dynamic
(average growth of 2.7%) than industry (-1.1%).
Land transport and other logistic services continued to grow further. Employment was at
its highest level in six years in both sectors. By contrast, employment in the commerce sector
fell for the second year in a row.
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The effect of outsourcing, which has gained importance in recent years, warrants further
attention. To be more competitive, companies are applying themselves more to their core
activities. Support services have been cut back and are now being contracted externally. This
can make it appear that employment has fallen dramatically in a certain sector, but in reality
it has simply shifted, and the jobs are often retained.

Employment in the region...
The port of Antwerp has a strong social and economic influence on the region . In the
municipalities around Antwerp, an average of 12.8% of the working population work directly
or indirectly for the port on the basis of the residences of employees of the port of Antwerp of
the Joint Committee 301 (PC 301) (± 9,000 people) and the Antwerp Port Authority (±1,650
people).

...full time and permanent
About 10% of the employment in the port is made up of part time-jobs. By comparison, at the
national and provincial level, more than 30% of the workforce is employed part-time.
The fulltime aspect is also reflected in the duration of the employment contracts. Only 3% are
temporary.

...but still primarily for men

The port of Antwerp clearly employs more men than women. The 80/20 ratio in the port differs
markedly from the 50/50 ratio at the national and provincial levels.

This different proportion cannot be supported by scientific research. At most, a number of
explanatory factors can be given, such as: PC 301 (the joint committee for dockworkers) has a
chiefly male tradition.
The developments within port labour in recent years do however mean that women are
making an appearance. The industry and especially the agencies, shipping companies
and freight forwarders are implementing a more mixed policy. All the partners in the port
now devote attention in their recruitment communication to the possibilities and equal
opportunities for both men and women.

Education

In comparison to the national level, the port of Antwerp has roughly equal shares of people
with university education and non-university higher education. The number of employees
trained at the secondary education level is somewhat higher. The education level of women in
the port is comparatively higher than that of men.
Training is a high priority in the port of Antwerp. It is one of the factors that contribute to the
high labour productivity that the port of Antwerp is known for. Work safety also benefits from
this. Productivity and safety will be discussed further when we go to the quayside in stop 4.
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Women can make their own decision
We notice that the table is set for a lot of people when we enter the top floor of the brand new
MAS Pavilion. Is this a coincidental allusion to the fact that the women in the company often
have to count for two or more? In spite of all the efforts, women remain a rarity in top
positions, especially in the port.
Three women took up our invitation to talk about this. Two have made it in the male bastion
that the port seems to be, and one is well on the way. At the table we have (you know how it
is with women and ages – so the year refers to the start of their career in the port):
Baroness Eliane Achten, managing director of the shipping agency 'van Doosselaere &
Achten' (1958)
Hilde Luystermans, director-general of 'Fina Antwerp Olefins' (1980)
Caroline Koninckx, Inside Operations and Finance manager at 'VDA Port Services' (a
member of the Doosselaere & Achten group), granddaughter of Eliane Achten (2006)

Nature or nurture?
Dolls versus cars. Not that this duality is entirely typical of any upbringing, but it is a fact that
both girls and boys are programmed to a certain extent from a young age. Anyway,
upbringing or not, the consensus around the table seems to be that women are more 'caring'
by nature: it's in their genes.
"But you do make your own decisions!" holds Caroline. This is certainly true of her
generation, but was this also true in the past? "Anyways, factors like personality, character,
education, courage and assertiveness are timeless aren't they? Just look at my grandma!"
Eliane emphasises that the aspect of family does not make 'the business' easier. This was
certainly the case in the past and still holds true today. "Life often has other ideas."
For Hilde, this does not take away from the fact that it should be perfectly possible to develop
a career with a good work-life balance as a woman. It will always be necessary to make
compromises, but in the end that is why there are two people in a relationship. "You shouldn't
have to pay a price for a career anymore."
The three women have noticed that it is less common today for women to wait to have
children. Where the career was the first priority for those who are now in their late thirties, the
younger generation now fits children into a greater plan where they have a place next to
career, family and free time. "Waiting to have children has advantages and disadvantages,"
says Hilde, "but things have changed in recent years because there is more attention to
certain aspects in the business world certain aspects, such as the time when meetings start or
end."

The port – an attractive employer?
You don't have to tell the ladies that women only make up 20% of employees in the port (as
opposed to 50% nationally). You have to put these numbers into perspective, they say. After
all, the port does have a lot of tasks that are really not ideal for women, if only because of the
physical effort needed. This gives a distorted picture. Shift work also often creates difficulties,
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although Hilde is now noticing a greater influx of women who 'want to work in shifts'. "But how
long will they keep it up?"
There is no longer a problem with regard to facilities like separate changing rooms and
bathrooms. "It was not always like this," recalls Hilde, "but often more to the embarrassment
of our male colleagues than the other way around."
They consider the fact that young graduates are passing the port by, both girls and boys, to
be a bigger problem. Surveys and forecasts show that in the short and medium term, up to
4,000 vacancies will open up. Who will fill them?
The others at the table agree with Eliane when she sees an important role for the Port
Authority as a promoter in the schools, colleges and universities. "We, as the port, are
unknown and therefore unloved," she says frankly, "but the work the Port Authority has done
in recent years certainly puts it in a position to do something about it." As an example, she
refers to the Antwerp Maritime Academy which has succeeded in creating visibility with
dedication and vision. The result is a healthy increase in new employees, including girls.

About glass ceilings and quotas
A discussion about women and career without mentioning the glass ceiling? Impossible! But
as she has throughout the discussion, Eliane immediately sets the tone. "They have to earn
it!"
There used to be more than one obstacle to make a career as a woman. That much is certain.
Scornful remarks (as Eliane was told during a job interview that she should stay in the kitchen
– "We have never done business."), frustrating situations (Hilde almost couldn't get into the
plant on her first day because women were not admitted – in 1980!), having to work harder to
prove themselves, being underestimated... many women quit the struggle prematurely.
At the table, there is the feeling that things are now threatening to go the other way. Neither
Eliane, Hilde nor Caroline think that it is a good idea to impose quotas. There just aren't
enough women with the skills and the ambition to fill all these positions (yet). There's no point
in forcing it. "Quotas threaten to come back into women's faces like a boomerang," holds
Hilde. "You see: they can't do it."
It's great to encourage, facilitate, support, and prepare women, but for the rest, the bar has to
be the same for everyone. Anyone who wants to have a career has to understand that top
positions are not part time. Anyone who has ambition has to be competent and work hard.
Indeed: "They have to earn it!"
What has their experience taught when it comes to 'getting ahead'? "More than anything,
making the decision, taking on the challenge, and going for it." It also seems to help to take
comments graciously and not to be too passive. Being assertive and taking advantage of your
stronger intuition and sense of teamwork complete the list. "Women need to learn to
understand that they can stay women and still make a career," Hilde sums up.

A sustainable future
The future will be sustainable, or there won't be a future. Everyone at the table agrees about
this. However, this has only been understood in recent years.
"Right now, this is really growing as a theme in the chemicals sector, and hard work is being
done," says Hilde. Important areas of activity are energy efficiency, use of resources and

product development (with a focus on biodegradability).
The chemicals sector is often painted as part of the problem, but it is important to understand
that the chemicals sector will be absolutely necessary to solve the problem!
Awareness is also being promoted among employees. "We now only use hybrid cars,"
emphasises Eliane. "In my generation, concern for sustainability and the environment is a
given," confirms Caroline.
When we leave the MAS Pavilion, the Dead Skull by Luc Tuymans laughs at us. Only we don't
notice it, just like the glass ceiling...
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Stop 3: A port that invests
The investments in infrastructure in the port of Antwerp are made byboth the public and
the private sector.
The Flemish Region, the federal government, the Scheldt Left Bank Corporation (Maatschappij
Linkerscheldeoever) and the Antwerp Port Authority are responsible for the lion's share of
public sector investments.
The Port Decree (Havendecreet) lays down who is responsible for which investments. The
Flemish Region is responsible for 100% of the investments in maritime access (including
dredging work on the Western Scheldt) and excavating new harbours. The Flemish Region
also contributes 20% of the investments in the quay walls. The remaining 80% is contributed
by the Antwerp Port Authority. According to the Port Decree, the construction of a lock is to be
100% financed by the Flemish Region. However, the Antwerp Port Authority is contributing
25% of the construction of the new lock on the Left Bank of the Scheldt, the Deurganckdok
Lock. The Antwerp Port Authority is also responsible for all dredging work, including for
maintenance, and the construction of the quay walls within the port area.
The Port Decree stipulates that the private sector is to invest in the so-called superstructure.
This includes the construction of pavement, roads, warehouses, cranes and buildings on the
terminals. The Antwerp Port Authority and the Scheldt Left Bank Corporation invest in the
preparatory earth works and infrastructure works, access to the port lands and the provision
of compensatory nature areas.
The Flemish Region also invests in the hinterland connections for the port of Antwerp. In
this way, the Flemish Region is responsible for the construction and maintenance of highways,
canals and bridges.
The businesses that are active in the port are responsible for investing in their own
infrastructure that they renovate or expand. This includes investments in research and
development. The federal and Flemish governments also contribute through the Port Decree.
For their part, the businesses that are active in the port invest in their own infrastructure
that they renovate or expand. This includes investments in research and development. The
federal and Flemish governments also contribute through the Port Decree.
In the end, investments will only generate returns when well trained employees are
available to manage them efficiently.
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A look at the future
In order to maintain its leading position in Europe and the world, the board of directors of the
Antwerp Port Authority approved an investment plan in the autumn of 2010 for 1.6 billion
euros until 2025. This investment will be twice as much annually as in previous years. This
ambitious long term plan, which will be borne by the entire port community, is necessary to
ensure the growth and competitive position of the port of Antwerp. The total amount of 1.6
billion euros will go to the further development of the port, the port infrastructure, equipment
and buildings.
The projects funded by the investments made by the different parties include following:

Development of the port
Verrebroekdok expansion.

Saeftinghe Development Area expansion: the northern expansion of the port on the
Left Bank with zones for maritime, logistical and industrial development with a total
area of about 1,070 hectares including harbour.

Participations under the auspices of 'Port of Antwerp International' in foreign port
projects with a certain located in strategically chosen regions.

Expansion and renovation of port infrastructure
Expansion of a second lock on the Left Bank. After the completion of this project in
2015, it will be possible to make full use of the potential of the Waaslandhaven. It will
also provide better operational safety.

Renovation investments on the docks.

Maintenance of bridges and roads.Modifications to the Kanaaldok and to the Waasland
Canal.

Decontamination of the bottom of the docks.

Rail connection between the Left and Right Banks.

New buildings
New construction of the Port House.

New General Workshop North.
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New equipment
Purchase of a new trailing suction hopper dredger.

Purchase of new tugboats.

Purchase of push barges and push boat.

Quay cranes and mobile cranes.
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Every sector invests

The businesses in the port of Antwerp also make considerable investments. The total annual
investment amount has been rising since 2003, except for drops in 2006 and 2009. The total
amount of investments in the past three years has fluctuated around 3 billion euros. This
amount is about one third of the annual added value.

The investment burden is also evenly distributed over the different sectors. There have
been major variations in the investments made by the shipping companies, with a peak in
2005. The investments made by this sector are not always investments in Antwerp port area.
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Highlights include the high level of investment in the maritime sector with the
expansion of the Deurganckdok, modernised terminals, and investments in tank terminals.

The share of the total investments for research and development (R&D) expenditures of
0.5% remains modest. The labour costs of employees working in the research and
development departments of the companies are not included in this amount. A number of port
businesses have their R&D departments elsewhere in the country.
It is notable that an important part of the R&D expenditures is attributable to industry (83%).
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Investment in training
The port community has many structures to provide training for its own employees, as
well as making them accessible for job-seekers or specifically for certain target groups.
Here are a few examples.

Portilog
The port of Antwerp has its own training centre with Portilog. For years, this independent,
Qfor-certified training provider has organised practical training for port-based and logistical
themes (customs, modes of transport, port introduction, port uses, port security, dangerous
cargo, chartering, etc).
To keep the training programs current and practical, all Portilog instructors come from a
practical background, without exception. The link to the companies is further reinforced by
the collaboration with Alfaport. Portilog organises retraining programs to fill jobs with skill
shortages through a partnership with labour market experts such as Randstad and VDAB, in
this way filling the gaps in the labour market.

ACTA
ACTA is a training centre for the process industry in general and for the chemical sector in
particular. Although it is not located in the port itself, the companies that employee the most
ACTA graduates are. The most important fields of expertise are electrical, measurement and
control technology, industrial automation, mechanical technologies, process technologies,
safety and transport systems.
ACTA primarily focuses on optimally coordinating training with the business world. ACTA forms
an essential bridge between the two for students, apprentices, teachers and instructors.
ACTA has been praised more than once as an example of a school in a public private
partnership model. "An example of how to meet the challenge of change," said European
Commissioner P. Flynn.

ANTTEC
ANTTEC, established in 2007, is the technology centre for the metal sector in Antwerp. The
centre's objective is to train better-educated employees for a better-performing metal
processing industry. ANTTEC also offers training to job seekers and young people to enable
them to find work in the sector.
ANTTEC's target groups are workers, job seekers, businesses in the sector, technical and
professional education institutions, students and teachers.

SIRA
SIRA is the Flemish acronym for the Antwerp Region Chemical Industry, a project that began
back in 1987. In addition to its own internal training programs and initiatives, businesses from
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the chemical sector within the SIRA project also provide a contribution to the further training
and retraining of young people between the ages of 18 and 26. The objective is to train less
qualified young people who are looking for work in a career as an employee in the chemical
sector. This is to increase their employment opportunities and to meet the demand for a
skilled workforce.

PipeTech Academy
The VDAB established the PipeTech Academy in 2009 together with a number of important
pipeline installers and builders. Agoria, the sector federation for the technological industry in
Belgium, joined this agreement to increase support.
The objective is to organise various training programs together with PipeTech in a number of
industrial fields. Furthermore, the partners within this project are researching whether there is
a place within regular education for 3rd degree TSO (technical secondary education)
pipefitting. In collaboration with third party organisations, it is also looking at the potential
among more highly educated immigrant job-seekers in function of a specific training program.

APEC
The port of Antwerp also makes its know-how available to foreign ports. APEC
(Antwerp/Flanders Port Training Center) acts as a training organisation for short, practical and
interactive seminars. The purpose of these seminars is to provide foreign ports with the
necessary knowledge with regard to the know-how within the Port of Antwerp with regard to
the operation of a modern port.
During the more than 30 years of this organisation's existence, the training programs and
study visits have brought more than 9,000 people to Antwerp and Flanders from 140
countries. Collaboration between public and private port businesses is one of the keystones to
realise this objective. APEC is affiliated with the Antwerp Port Authority and is supported by
the Flemish Government and Alfaport Antwerp, in collaboration with the Province of Antwerp
and the Belgisch Technische Coöperatie (Belgian Development Agency).
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Investments in sustainable energy

For the energy consumption of the port community, efforts are being made to switch to
sustainable energy sources.

The largest share of sustainable energy is provided by combined heat and power (CHP),
but renewable energy is also increasing noticeably. The evolution over a slightly longer
period looks spectacular, especially since 2008. The Zandvliet Power CHP was commissioned
in 2008. With regard to renewable energy sources, there have been three leaps forward,
namely an increase in the use of biomass in 2006, an increase in wind energy in 2008 and of
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solar panels in 2009.
If the installed capacity can produce optimally full time, the CHP capacity installed in 2010
could supply 11.4% and the renewable energy could provide 1.4% of the energy that was
consumed in the port area in 2008. The actual share will be lower, given that the installations
do not produce full time.
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The port of Antwerp draws the sustainable energy
card
Aside from energy savings through investments in energy efficiency and innovation, the
energy and climate policy of the port of Antwerp strives to make maximum use of
opportunities with regard to renewable energy and synergies.
In 2004, the first two wind turbines appeared in the north of the port area. By 2010, green
electricity production has taken flight. Here is an overview.

Wind energy
Port areas are perfect locations for both the Vlaamse Windenergie Associatie (VWEA) and for
de Flemish minister of Energy to establish large-scale wind farms. The port of Antwerp
currently has two concrete projects.
The two turbines mentioned in the introduction form part of a wind farm on the Right Bank
that will have at least 38 wind turbines. The project aims to generate 90 megawatts of
electricity: enough to meet the electricity requirements of about 74,000 families. The
expansion of this wind farm will accelerate in the 2011-2012 period.
On the Left Bank, the Port Authority and the Scheldt Left Bank Corporation will work with a
private partner, THV Groene Haven, to develop a farm with a maximum of 55 wind turbines.
The farm could grow to become the largest onshore wind farm in Belgium. The electricity
production will be equivalent to the annual power consumption of 100,000 to 120,000
families. The three partners hope to start construction of the first wind turbines in early 2013.

Solar energy
In 2010, the Port Authority and the Scheldt Left Bank Corporation relaxed the acceptance
policy for solar panels in the port area. Concession holders will now be permitted to install
solar panels with a maximum capacity of 5MW per installation.
Until 2010, the Port Authority was responsible for managing its own electricity distribution grid
(up to 30 kV) on the Right Bank. Because of this the Port Authority, like the MLSO on the Left
Bank, could only allow limited installation of solar panels in the port area. This was partly due
to Flemish regulations.
At the end of 2010, the board of directors decided to transfer the management of electricity
distribution on the Right Bank to the intermunicipal utility Iveg (Infrax group). With this
transfer and the resulting increase in scale, a distribution network was created with sufficient
uptake capacity and power to buy up the green electricity certificates. This opens up
possibilities for the installation of solar panels in the port area.
EANDIS remains the distribution network manager on the left bank. It has a network with
sufficient uptake capacity and power.

Biomass
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Biomass will increase in importance as an energy source in the future, because burning it is a
CO2-neutral process. Energy sources such as biomass help make it possible to reduce the
emissions of greenhouse gases by 20%. This is an obligation imposed by the European Union
on its member states for 2020.
The Port Authority and the international chemical group Solvay signed a statement of intent
on 18/10/2011 to conduct a thorough feasibility study for a biomass power plant on the Solvay
site in the port of Antwerp.
The power plant will generate 200 to 400 megawatts, enough to provide green electricity to
0.5 to 1 million families. With this power plant, most of the electricity supply for the industry
in the port could be switched to renewable sources. The connection to the activities of the
chemicals cluster in the port will be observed. A direct access route for ocean ships will
ensure the supply of raw biomass.

Combined heat and power (CHP)
CHP is a collective name for a range of technologies in which heat and mechanical energy are
generated simultaneously in the same process. The mechanical energy is usually converted
directly into electrical energy. This energy is used directly for its own operations or sent to the
grid.
A CHP installation uses less fuel to generate the same amount of energy in comparison to
separate generation (electricity from the grid and heat from a traditional boiler) a CHP
installation uses less fuel to generate the same amount of energy. A CHP is therefore more
efficient and results in primary energy savings. The port community has invested heavily in
CHP in recent years. This can be seen from the steady increase in installed power since 2002.
The port community has clearly responded to the stimulus from the Flemish Government
regarding heat and power certificates[1].

Industrial residual heat
An initial inventory of residual heat losses indicates that the chemical and petrochemical
industries in the port alone are constantly losing about 1000 MW in low value residual heat. At
the same time, the city/port region uses approximately 5000 MW (peak power), or about 5000
GWh annually.
For this reason, the GHA is working with Essenscia, MLSO, and an number of private
companies to study the feasibility of using residual heat for district heating as well as of
converting it using other more accessible technologies:
for electricity production (organic rankine cycle),
for water production (via membrane distillation),
industrial reuse,
and greenhouse horticulture.
This research is supported by MIP2.
In the meantime, the GHA together with the city of Antwerp, Infrax and SPE were granted a
subsidy by MIP3 to conduct a feasibility study specifically on district heating in Antwerp.
Where the MIP2 feasibility study focuses on industrial residual heat and how to recover it, the
upcoming MIP3 project will focus explicitly on district heating, both in new urban development
and existing infrastructure. In this, the use of residual heat is only one of the possible ways to

supply an urban heating network.
[1] The energy savings alone are not enough to make the investment in CHP profitable. That is why the
legislator is ensuring that this technology receives extra support. The owner of the CHP receives
cogeneration certificates from the VREG that he can sell. He receives 1 cogeneration certificate per
1,000 kWh of primary energy savings from the production of heat and electricity in a high quality
cogeneration plant.
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More than 4,000 job openings by 2013
In the summer of 2011, Alfaport and Voka - Antwerp-Waasland Chamber of Commerce and
Industry conducted a survey of the staff and competence needs among businesses in
logistics and industry in the Antwerp Waasland region , with a natural centre of gravity
in the port. In total 50% of those who were asked took part, or about 130 companies.
Together, they represent over half the total employment in these sectors.
The results of the survey show major demand for enough trained workers in the industrial
and logistics sectors. In the next two years, they will be looking for at least 4,010 new
employees: 2,318 in the manufacturing industry and 1,692 hin the logistics sector. This refers
to the actual number of job openings, and not projections. In 2011, there are still 1,573
vacancies.
Industry is primarily looking for technicians: process operators, pipe fitters, maintenance
mechanics, measurement and control technicians and welders. There is also high demand for
industrial and civil engineers: 977 engineers in the next 2.5 years. In addition to the high need
for technical skills such as forklift driver and maintenance mechanics, the logistics sector
also has significant demand for operational and commercial employees.
The fact that these sectors in the port community continue to generate jobs is of course a
positive thing. However, both are faced with a double challenge to fill these vacancies:
there is a large number of jobs to be filled;
the aging of the population is becoming significant and a lot of people will retire in the
coming years, and the demand will only increase;
Furthermore, the number of graduates from the various relevant courses of study will
probably not be able to meet the demand. Technical education has attracted fewer student in
recent years and the graduates seem to have an outdated view of work in the port.

Industry and logistics look for short term and long term
solutions
In the short term they aim to ensure that graduates actually choose the port. But that will
probably not be enough. In the short term, it will be necessary to make better use of the
potential of unemployed people who have a diploma or who have the required skills. This can
for example be done with supplementary education, internships or training programs.
'Steering' the study choice of young people to professions that are important to the port
appears to be a solution in the longer term. The recent survey can help with this because it
shows that the port offers sound prospects for the future.
The port community will need to make efforts to highlight this potential and toreverse the
negative perception. As the campaign image for the Vlaamse Havendag (Flemish Port Day)
shows: the port is much more than just tough dock workers. Port labour is only one part of a
much larger whole. The contingent of port workers is currently about 10,000 people out of a
total direct work force of more than 65,000 people. In other words, there are a lot of other
jobs in the port.
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Investment in training

The port of Antwerp continues to generate jobs. For instance, industry and logistics alone
anticipate 4,000 vacancies by 2013. There will not be enough school-leaving graduates to
meet the demand for workers. That is why the port community, including the relevant
industry training funds, is investing in training job seekers, additional training of graduates
and expanding the competences of its employees. Many companies organise internal
operational training programs.
The number of training hours rose consistently until 2008, in both in absolute and in relative
figures (number of hours per employee). However, the crisis year of 2009 also led to a major
drop in this area.
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Stop 4: A productive, healthy port
The combination of trained employees and modern handling techniques guarantees the high
productivity and excellent services for which the port of Antwerp is known and appreciated
around the world.
Training and innovation also have a positive impact on health and work safety.

Labour productivity
The labour productivity (expressed as the added value per employee) in the maritime
cluster showed a clear increase in the 2003-2009 period. In industry, this increase levelled
off in the last four years while the remaining non-maritime cluster actually had a slight
decline. This phenomenon was primarily due to the fall in trade. The crisis year of 2009
resulted in a decline for all sectors except for industry.
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The labour productivity of the port of Antwerp is about50% higher than that of the rest of
the economy and this difference is actually increasing.. To a large extent this is due to the
capital-intensive nature of the port economy. Within the port, the labour productivity in
industry is clearly higher than the other non-maritime activities, and higher than the maritime
cluster (which is itself still easily higher than the national average).
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Absenteeism due to illness and work safety
The health and safety of its employees is something that the port takes to heart. The port
strives to provide its employees with good jobs in a safe and healthy environment.
Businesses in the port of Antwerp have made effective investments in past years in the
prevention of work accidents. The goal is to reduce the number of work accidents further.
For port workers in particular (under the authority of PC 301)Gemeenschappelijke Interne
dienst en Gemeenschappelijk Comité (a Community Internal Service and Community
Committee was established for prevention and protection. This Community Committee
provides consultation between the employers' organisation and the representatives of the
three trade unions. Safety problems are discussed and the safety conditions and the
instructions that must be followed by the port workers are established.
This community service regularly distributes publications on workplace safety to continuously
motivate everyone involved.
"Take 5" was established for the port workers as a way to structure the daily safety
instructions. This is based on three principles:
The work can only start when all the conditions are adequately safe.
When unsafe work situations are found (before or during the shift), the necessary
measures are taken to eliminate or limit the risks.
If changes occur during the shift, the safety situation is reviewed and measures are
taken if necessary.
Communication to team members about risks and measures.
The figures show that the number of work accidents is falling consistently, in both
absolute and relative terms (number of accidents in proportion to the number of tasks
performed). This applies to accidents both with and without missed work. Seen over the long
term, the number of fatal accidents is also falling.
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The number of sick days per employee among port workers contingent (PC301) is
increasingly slightly and was almost 14 days in 2009. Among employees of the Antwerp Port
Authority, this fluctuates between 10 and 11 sick days, while the number of sick days in
Belgium in 2009 was 6.4 (source: SD Worx).
However, because these data are registered in different ways, it is difficult to make
comparisons. Among port workers contingent, all sick periods less than 1 year are included.
To determine the sick days for Belgium, only sick periods shorter than 1 month are calculated,
and for the port authority all sick periods are included.
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A stable field of work
The port of Antwerp can rely on a stabile pool of over 60,000 employees. The crisis year of
2009 was also the exception to this. Since 2008 there has been a net efflux of workers.

In 2009 there was an end to the rising influx trend. As a result of the economic crisis, clearly
fewer people were taking jobs in the port of Antwerp. It is however striking that the number of
people who left the port in 2009 was significantly lower than in the 2006 – 2008 period.
Despite a substantial drop in maritime traffic, the port was able to avoid mass
redundancies.
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Stop 5: Reconciling economy with ecology
Over 90 percent of European import and export of goods occurs by sea. As an important
gateway to Europe, Antwerp is an important driving force for the economy. This is true at all
levels: local, Flemish, Belgian and European.
Since the construction of the Deurganckdok, the latest major expansion of port capacity, the
understanding has grown stronger that the European nature legislation is particularly
important. Furthermore, sustainability, environmental sensitivity and for a sense of balance
could easily be a competitive advantage in the future.
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The space inland
The fact that Antwerp's location 80 kilometres inland is a major advantage has already been
mentioned. Our port reinforces this advantage by offering room for growth for the
maritime, logistical and industrial areas.

The area allocated for economic activities increased between 2002 and 2010 by about 1,000
hectares to 6,416 hectares. In particular, the developments on the Left Bank with the
commissioning of the Verrebroekdok and the Deurganckdok contributed to this growth.

The other side of the coin is that the issuable internal reserves during the same period
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halved to 501 hectares. Furthermore, the available free space in the short term was virtually
nil in 2010, while only a limited area will be present for the medium to long term.
The challenges regarding space for growth will be addressed in a number of ways:
Infill development: refurbishing and re-establishing old port areas.
The infill of the Saeftinghe Development Area according to the Socially Most
Feasible Alternative (MMHA). With the conclusion of the environmental impact report
for the plan (plan-MER), an important step has been taken to the final spatial zoning of
the Left Bank Port Area. This includes zones for maritime, industrial and logistical
development with a total area of about 1,070 ha (including harbour). The Regional
Spatial Development Plan (GRUP) will translate this into homogenous area zoning,
which includes the possibility of building a tidal container dock.
Growing internal spatial productivity.
Developing an investment vision that takes into account the advantages of cluster
effects and synergies with new projects in large-scale industry.
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The use of space
The Port Authorities own most of the land in the port and issue concessions to companies,
terminal users, service providers, etc. As the landlord, they can also actively intervene when
grounds are left undeveloped, tonnages are not met, or certain parts of the port need to be
renovated. In other words, the Port Authorities can use their concession policies to provide
both economic and ecological direction.
Concession holders are companies that take a piece of land or quay in concession with the
port authority to develop trade, industrial or service activities. Terminal operators, storage
and logistics players, and producers of goods are examples of companies that can have
premises in the port for which they pay concession fees.
Offering the space is one thing. But how do you make sure economic activities take place
there? Is the development of maritime traffic explained in stop 1 reflected in the development
of the logistical activities?

The total surface area of covered storage locations (excluding the tank storage capacity
for the petrochemical sector) has grown by about 10% to approximately 550 hectares since
2003. This is more than all the storage space in the surrounding ports combined.
However, no quantitative data are currently available about the quality of how these locations
meet the demand of logistical market players. The evolution of the number of hectares of
covered space is too limited an indicator to be able to follow the development of the logistical
activities. In the future, an effort will be made to obtain data about specific high quality
warehouses and specially equipped covered storage spaces.
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The volume of tank storage has fluctuated in the past 10 years with an average of about 10
million m3. The storage capacity at the refineries is declining, while it is increasing at the
other companies.
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A port with an ecological infrastructure
The location of the port of Antwerp makes it an important pole of economic growth. However,
the Antwerp sea port area also holds high ecological importance. After all, anestuary that
reaches so far inland creates a place for unique natural development . This makes it
one of the most important habitats for European endangered species and large parts of the
port area have been designated Special Conservation Areas under the European Birds
Directive and Habitats Directive (Natura 2000).
Of course, we as a port want to support this unique environment. This was once perceived as
a conflict between industry and nature, but that is clearly now in the past. Every expansion of
economic activities now goes hand in hand with further development of these magnificent
natural opportunities.
That is why the GHA and Natuurpunt signed a charter in 2000 to realise an ecological
infrastructure network through the project 'The Port of Antwerp More Naturally'.
Ecological infrastructure is 'small nature' that can be combined with other functions. A
network of core zones, corridors and stepping stones in the Antwerp port will create more
opportunities for nature. This will not take away from the development and the operation of
the port. The target is to protect 5% of the Antwerp sea port area, or 650 hectares, as
ecological infrastructure.

The figures show that slightly more than 60 percent of this objective was realised in
2009. The natural development within the port area together with the development of core
nature areas outside the port area ensure that the requirements under the European Birds
Directive and Habitats Directive are met.
"The port [of Antwerp] is a great example of how nature conservation and economic
development can go hand in hand," said the European Commissioner for the Environment,
Janez Potočnik, during his visit to De Kuifeend nature area on the eve of the International Day
for Biodiversity 2010.
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The port and sustainability
After almost two centuries of uninterrupted port expansion, Antwerp has grown to become a
world-class maritime logistics and industrial cluster. Due to the strong expansion in the past
decade and a half, the port will reach its physical limits within the foreseeable future with the
implementation of the spatial development plan (GRUP). For the first time, policy makers are
being confronted with the concept of 'finiteness' in the port planning, as a result of which the
concept of 'sustainability' is rapidly gaining importance.
In this context, the concept of 'sustainable development' cannot be ignored. Sustainable
development is defined here as the pursuit of economic development that meets current
needs without encumbering the interests of future generations. This new approach to growth
limits the use of additional resources and promotes product and process development in the
companies that reduces the environmental impact.
In addition, a conscious policy is in place to integrate more recyclable materials into the
production process and there is an effort to increase the diversity of energy sources used.
To summarise briefly, the port will be able to maintain its role as an economic and logistics
centre by accommodating ever more traffic, industrial and logistical activities in ever less
space. In addition, it will be necessary to maintain maritime and continental access to the port
in the long term and it will be crucial to keep the external effects of the port activities on the
water, air and soil to a minimum.
The economic role of the port area is undeniably fundamental, but the primacy of the
economy is no longer absolute . It is now generally accepted that the economy, social
support and ecology are in a balanced 'and/and' relationship, not 'or/or'. Thechallenge for
our generation and those to come will therefore be to figuratively make 'space' beside the
core activities of the port, namely maritime and industrial development, for other socially
relevant themes such as the environment, the new economy, social integration, recreation,
etc, for other socially relevant themes such as the environment, the new economy, social
integration, recreation, etc.
In the 20th century, the emphasis of port policy focused heavily on economic development:
the expansion of the necessary basic infrastructure and of a petrochemical port cluster. But
more than before, the actual port activity will be influenced by a number of new themes that
concern society. In this regard, we can look at integrated environmental management, the
further development of a culture of dialogue ('stakeholders approach').
It is also important to advance the policy of economic diversification so that the fruitful
synergy between maritime trade, logistics and industry can be expanded into new services
that are closely associated with the port. And, last but not least, work will be done on modes
of hinterland transport that have a lighter impact on the surroundings.
Finally, we cannot lose sight of the fact that the geographical location of Antwerp itself is
unique for a future-oriented transport policy. Where else in the world can the largest
ocean-going bulk carriers and container ships navigate 80 km inland to the heart of the most
urbanised and industrialised region of Europe? Land transport costs will, partially as a result of
the European and national regulations, always be higher than those of sea transport, making
the inland location of the port of Antwerp an important advantage to optimise the
transport costs and to minimise the environmental impact of transport.
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On the land side too, the main port model for mobility management has important
advantages. By bundling major cargo flows in a port with sufficient critical mass, such as
Antwerp, sufficient cargo volume can be consolidated, making it possible to increase the use
of inland waterways and rail. This facilitates a very environmentally friendly transport policy,
which is expressed in the modal split that is beneficial for Antwerp. This does still need to
continue to evolve towards modes that have a lower impact on the surroundings.
The planning of the port development will preferably proceed from a long-term
perspective. Good management demands vision and a stable strategic policy that avoids
changing direction with every change in economic situation. It is therefore a requirement of
the Sustainability Report that the port community now has an instrument to systematically
monitor the crucial indicators and to objectively measure the progress made so that the
sustainability policy can be adjusted if necessary.
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Stop 6: Active in industry and logistics
The port of Antwerp does more than loading and unloading ships . After all, at stop 2 we
saw that the 158 million tons of goods that entered the port in 2009 has increased in value by
8.5 billion euros after they left. About 900 companies in the port area contribute to this; 365
days per year and 24 hours per day.
Industry and logistics together combine for 70% of this added value. However, the Antwerp
logistical-industrial complex does not only stands out for generating strong
added-valuegenerating character. The efforts made by these sectors with regard to
sustainability are simply impressive.
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An industrial-logistical team
In addition to the traditional storage activities in warehouses, a broad range of logistical
activities also take place in the port. For instance, a number of large production companies
have set up their European or regional distribution centres in the port. From there, they can
import and export their goods by sea and organise the distribution to the hinterland in the
most efficient intermodal way.
These "Value Added Logistics" are further supplemented with the loading and emptying
("stuffing and stripping") of containers in logistics parks in and around the port. Antwerp is the
leader in Europe in this field and is an important centre for the preservation or anchoring of
partial loads in so-called LCL (Less than Container Load) containers through grouping
activities. In 2010 at least 589,000 TEU were transported between the maritime container
terminals and the logistics parks in the port, of which the vast majority were stuffed and
stripped in specialised warehouses. This is also a highly labour-intensive sector. The stuffing
and stripping of a container creates four to five times more work than the actual transfer of
the container between the ship and the quay.
The Antwerp logistical-industrial complex stands out for the spectacular added value that it
gives to its products. That is because they are not only loaded and unloaded in Antwerp, but
also packaged, inspected, cleaned, cut, weighed, sorted, repaired, labelled or stickered, for
example.
How better to describe the way in which industry and logistics work together than with a few
notable examples?
Nowhere else in Europe is there such a concentration of chemical companies as in the port
of Antwerp. This world class integrated chemical and petrochemical cluster has already been
the subject of special attention in this report.
Over 30 chemical companies produce more than 300 basic chemicals. Many players are
involved in the logistical process for this sector. They store them, deliver them further up the
production supply chain in customised packages or in bulk, and then provide the
documentation, the customs processing and the transport.
Antwerp is the most important steel port in Europe with wide range of added value services.
For instance, much of the steel enters the port on rolls (coils) or in large formats. A number of
logistics companies cut this steel to size, either with decoil production lines or with sawing
machines that can handle plates up to 30 cm thick. Traders use the port as a platform for
trading, stocking and exporting steel and non-ferrous metals.
Many companies make use of Antwerp's top position in Europe when it comes togeneral
cargo. They offer products and services for dismantling, processing, packaging or
repackaging, production of special packaging and repairs, quality control, customs processing,
etc.
As the most important fruit port in Europe , it is also no coincidence that the most
modern fruit terminal in the world is in the port of Antwerp. It handles 600,000 tons of fruit
per year. The port is also important for tobacco and coffee. For instance, Antwerp is the
storage centre for 45% of European stocks of raw coffee.
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The port also has a number of Vehicle Processing Centres. New cars are cleaned, inspected,
protected and possibly fitted with further accessories. It is even possible to build small series
of vehicles.
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Making activities sustainable
The activities in the port require energy, need water and cause emissions. The companies
involved take a transparent attitude to this. Furthermore, they take many initiatives to reduce
waste, consumption of energy and resources, and emissions of whatever form.

Energy
The energy consumption in the port of Antwerp has increased over the 2000 to 2008 period
by 265 PJ. This corresponds to the annual electricity consumption of 21 million average
families.
A comparison with the production index of the energy consumption of the sectors that are
included in the production index (all sectors except for energy production and refineries)
shows that the energy consumption per production unit has increased from a ratio of
1.05 to 1.07. A possible explanation is the lower productivity during the crisis, which led to
lower energy efficiency of the business processes.
The chemical plants and refineries are the biggest energy consumers. The energy
production itself and the refineries had the greatest increase in consumption. Part of the
increase in energy consumption is the result of increased capacity in combined heat and
power generation; a form of energy production in which relatively cleaner fuels are used for
energy production. In addition, investments were made in new installations, which have not
yet reached their optimal functioning point.
The energy consumption, primarily in the form of residual gasses, of the chemical sector in
the port area represents about 80% of the total energy consumption of this sector in Flanders.
For the refineries, which primarily use petroleum products as an energy source, this share is
100% because the entire Flemish refinery sector is located in the Antwerp port area.
For other sectors, no comparison was possible between the port of Antwerp and
consumption in Flanders due to a different form of data registration.

Water
About 97% of the water consumption is cooling water . This is water that is pumped out
of the harbours and the Scheldt and is then pumped back in.
The remaining water consumption seems to fluctuate considerably without a clear trend.
Most of this is tap water that comes from surface water. The share of ground water that is
consumed has been virtually stable since 2005, with the greatest share also tap water from
ground water. Rainwater only forms a small part of the total consumption. Many companies
are trying to use more rainwater for sanitary facilities and cleaning. At the same time,
initiatives are being taken to work with a closed water cycle that limits the net water
consumption.
The extraction of ground water, which is the most unsustainable form of water use, is hardly
used.
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Air pollution
For air pollution, we looked at the emissions of sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides
(NOx) as well as particulate matter (PM10). Sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides both cause
acidification, among other things. The emissions of these three parameters were lower in
2008 than in 2004, even with increased production.

The emissions of sulphur dioxide, primarily from the refineries, fell by 18%. Shipping and
industry were the other significant sources that have fallen by 34% and 67% respectively.

The emissions of nitrogen oxides primarily came from industry in 2004. They have fallen
by 33%. The NOx emissions from the refineries also fell, by 35%. The emissions from shipping
increased by 44% and therefore became the most important source of emissions in 2008. The
increase in NOx emissions from ocean-going and inland vessels could be related to the
increase in the number and/or size class and/or the more polluting types of ships. Research on
this is still being done.

The emissions of PM10 show a similar trend. The emissions from industry and refineries fell
by 78% and 41% respectively, while the emissions from shipping increased by 24%. Other
port machinery and road and rail traffic emitted more particulates in 2008 than in 2004.

Emissions of CO2 and CO2 equivalents

The emissions of CO2 by large-scale industry, was higher in 2008 than in 2000. This is the
result of increased production. From a relative standpoint, the emissions of CO2 by large-scale
industry have fallen. A comparison with the production index shows a drop in the ratio of CO2
emissions / production index from 63 to 60.

The emissions of CO2 equivalents were lower in 2008 than in 2000, in spite of increased
production. A comparison with the production index shows a decrease in the ratio of
emissions of CO2 equivalents / production index from 95 to 85. The decrease is the result of a
decline in emissions of N2O in industry. In the refineries, there was a slight increase in the
emissions of CO2 equivalents by 1%, and the emissions of CO2 equivalents were also higher
for energy production in 2008.
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Industry initiatives for sustainable development
It is likely that each of the 900 companies that are active in the port of Antwerp is taking
action with regard to sustainable development. Green electricity, energy efficiency,
management of waste flows and emissions, stakeholder consultation, etc, are all individual
initiatives that are expressed in the total figures that are discussed elsewhere at the various
stops in this sustainability report.
However, certain initiatives apply to an entire sector or even the entire industry. In the
following, we explain the Responsible Care program and the Flemish Benchmarking Covenant.

The Responsible Care program
The Responsible Care program was established in Canada in 1985. It is a voluntary global
initiative of the chemical industry. The companies that endorse the program formally commit
to:
continually improve their performance with regard to health, safety, and protection of
the environment;
measure the impact;
report about this transparently to the stakeholders.
In the starting phase, the primary focus was on the pollution of operational premises and
the protection and health of the employees. This was followed by expansion to the products
and to protection of the consumers. Today, the emphasis is on the evaluation of what are
called "chemical cocktails" and on the exposure of the global population to extremely small
doses of certain chemicals over the long term.
This program aims to convert the concern of the sector to meet the requirements of
sustainable development into concrete actions. It is also a way that the chemical sector
makes it possible to continue and to develop industrial activities ("licence to operate") and to
offer the necessary products and services ("licence to sell"). The program also underlines its
willingness to guide developments in legislation and even to go further than this.
The sector currently devotes 10 to 15% of its investments on protecting the health of
humans and nature.
essenscia (formerly Fedichem) joined Responsible Care in May 1991. Since then, participation
in the program has been a condition to become a member of the federation. The business
leaders who endorse the program are engaged to do as much as possible to improve their
performance with regard to health, safety, and protection of the environment.

Benchmarking Covenant
The Benchmarking Covenant was drawn up for large energy-intensive companies from all
sectors of industry. Accession is done by their respective branches and the covenant runs
until 2012.
By joining the covenant, companies take on the obligation to bring and/or maintain the
energy efficiency of their process installations to the 'top global performer level' by
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2012. The fact that the 'top global performer level' will also improve in the intervening period
is included in the assessment.
The top global performer does not necessarily mean the very best in the world, but refers to
the calculation of a limited margin, for which there are a number of methods:
in the overall benchmark, all the comparable installations in the world are included
and the world top is defined as the best decile (the 10% best companies);
in the regional benchmark, the best regions are included and the average of the best
region is defined as the best international standard;
in the best practice method, only the best company in the world is considered, and the
best international standard has a specific level of consumption that is within 10%
higher than this best company;
if these methods cannot be implemented, an investigation is conducted to determine
what measures are economically cost-effective.
The benchmarking studies are conducted by experienced consultants per process
installation. It is usually necessary to divide the operation into process installations to obtain
units that are comparable to other installations abroad. It can therefore happen that a
company has more than one installation benchmarked so that the gap to the best
international standard is different for each process installation. It is then necessary to add up
the processes, each with its gap and production volume, to arrive at a total gap for the
company relative to the hypothetical best international standard company.
The company draws up an Energy Plan no later than a year and a half after joining the
covenant which states all the measures that are required to permanently bridge the gap to
the best international standard. The covenant prescribes how quickly these measures must be
implemented, depending on the economic cost-effectiveness. As of then, the company will
draw up a follow up and monitoring report each year.
The "Benchmarking Commission" acts as a steering committee for the covenant made up
of representatives of the authorities and the industrial sectors. It provides the general
coordination, looks for solutions to bottlenecks in the implementation (for example special
situations that occur when determining the best international standard), checks progress and
publishes reports about the results of the covenant.
The calculations and the implementation of the covenant are very important and must be
followed very precisely. An independent institution was been designated for this: the
Verification Office. This verification office must approve the benchmarking consultants and
the methods used before the benchmarking assessment begins. It also inspects and verifies
the Energy Plan submitted, the implementation of the measures, and the monitoring and
reporting. It draws up recommendations and reports for the Benchmarking Commission.
In return for the efforts made by the companies, the Flemish Government guarantees that it
will not impose additional measures on the companies with regard to the rational energy
consumption or CO2. Furthermore, it will do everything it can to obtain exemptions for the
covenant companies from additional Belgian or European measures.
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Stop 7: In harmony with the environment
When you say port, you say air and water. When you consider the sediment as well, you
have the three environmental factors that are constantly monitored within the port.
In addition the port of Antwerp helps to create nature areas in the port region and is
expanding ecological infrastructure.
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Air
The Flemish Environment Agency has been monitoring the air quality in the port region since
1990, although much of the environmental policy is at the European level. For instance, the
EU imposes air quality standards for nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and
particulates (PM10) together with a time schedule for the standards to be met.
Like other European countries, certain regions in Flanders have difficulty meeting the
standards for particulate matter (PM10 ) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Reasons for this include
a high population density, a very dense road network, the many industrial zones and air
pollution from other countries.
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The port of Antwerp has been designated as a 'hotspot zone' for the parameters PM10 and
NO2. For this reason, an "Action plan for particulates and NO2 in the port and the city
of Antwerp" was drawn up in December 2008 with various action points for the Flemish
Government, the Antwerp Port Authority, the City of Antwerp as well as the private
companies. Five work groups monitor these actions and direct their implementation.

Fairly clear and consistent improvement has been observed in the measured pollution
concentrations of nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and particulate matter (PM10).
From a comparison with other types of areas in Flanders, it was found that the concentration
of nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxide in the port of Antwerp was slightly higher, while the
concentration of particulates was slightly lower. There has also been a sharp drop in recent
years in the number of days when the standard for the day average PM10 concentrations was
exceeded. In 2010, no transgressions were determined in the port at all.
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Water

The water quality of the port measured in the harbours on the right and left banks behind the
locks can be deemed to be good overall.
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Watersamples

The European Water Framework Directive summarises 33 priority and 8 other contaminant
substances. In accordance with the Integrated Water Policy decree, efforts must be made
to reduce and/or eliminate discharges and emissions of these substances. Water analyses
show that there have been virtually no further exceedences of the water quality standards for
these 41 substances.

The content of certain fertiliser substances, primarily phosphates and nitrates, in the port
harbours is significantly lower than in the Scheldt and Albert Canal watercourses, which
provide the most important supply of water for the harbours on the left and right banks. The
nitrogen concentration has decreased over the years, but the standard quality for total
nitrogen concentration (summer half-year average < 1.8 mg N/l) has also not yet been
achieved.

Oxygen can also cause a problem in the harbours, given that the standard quality of 30 mg
O2/l is regularly exceeded for the chemical oxygen demand (COD). The COD is a dimension
for the oxygen that is needed to decompose the organic material in the water column.
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Sediment
There are currently no environmental quality targets for bottom sediment in brackish and
saline waterbottoms, which occurs in the port of Antwerp. For this reason, the concentrations
in 2010 were compared to the concentrations in 2002 for a number of substances, making it
possible to determine whether the concentration at these locations fell or rose.

The number of locations with decreases and the number of locations with increases is shown
in the chart below. This shows that most of the metals occurred in lower concentrations at
most of these locations. This indicates that the supply of these contaminants has decreased or
stopped. There was only an increase in copper at most of the locations, which is a component
in the alternatives to tributyltin (TBT) for antifouling. TBT itself was found in higher
concentrations at 11 of the 17 locations.
For the groups polychlorobiphenyls (PCBs) and polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) an
overall decrease was observed at most of the locations. However, the concentration of a few
individual PAHs, particularly Acenaphthylene and Benzo(g,h,i)perylene, and of PCB 118
increased in a large number of locations.
Mineral oil was higher in 2010 than in 2002 at most locations.

The soil
The soil quality is primarily related to the historical contamination which is being addressed
systematically.
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The soil condition in 2010 was compared to the soil condition in 2006. The number of parcels,
as well as the surface area about which no data were available decreased. In other words,
more soil studies have been done in recent years and knowledge about the soil condition has
increased.
In the parcels studied, the number of parcels with contamination where descriptive soil
studies or soil decontamination projects are being conducted is small. From the information, it
was also found that there is an increasing number of parcels without soil
contamination.
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Bringing the port and nature to live together
The port of Antwerp is a driver of the Flemish, Belgian and European economy. For its part,
the Scheldt estuary where the port is situated has important natural value.
That is why the port community is working on numerous initiatives to harmonise the
development and operation of the port with nature. For instance, the requirements set for the
European network of Bird Directive and Habitat Directive areas, of which the Antwerp sea port
is one, combined with port development, are being implemented on a project basis. The port
has also worked closely with Natuurpunt since 2000, which is one of the largest nature NGOs
in Flanders.

In addition to the construction of ecological infrastructure within the port area, core nature
areas are being established around the port area. On the Left Bank, there has been a
continuous increase in the size of the nature area since 2003. On the Right Bank, there was
an increase in 2008 followed by a decrease in 2009.
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With the establishment and maintenance of nature areas in and around the port area, an
effort is being made to keep the Special Conservation Areas (SCA) in good condition. This
has led to an observable improvement in the number of individuals of various bird species on
both the Left and Right Banks relative to the figures set in the maintenance targets.
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Stop 8: From region to hinterland
A port cannot function without its surroundings. The port, the region and the hinterland are
interconnected by a complex network of economic, logistic, social and societal
relationships. Antwerp is no different.
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Favourable geographical location
The inland location of the port of Antwerp in the industrial, demographic and commercial
heart of North-West Europe creates numerous opportunities to shorten land transport
considerably as this video clip shows. The bundling of cargo volumes in a global port such as
Antwerp generates enough critical mass and offers numerous opportunities for an innovative
mobility policy in combination with the excellent tri-modal connections. The ultimate criterion
is of course that the goods can be transported smoothly to and from the maritime foreland
and the continental hinterland.
As a sea port, Antwerp is an important junction in international commerce. Every year, about
15,000 ocean going ships and 57,000 inland vessels call at the port. Antwerp is the
second largest railway port in Europe with over 1,000 km of tracks on which 250 goods
trains are loaded and unloaded every day. Thousands of goods trucks drive in and out of the
port daily. The port of Antwerp also offers 280 short sea departures every month to over 150
destinations. Antwerp's location at the European pipeline junction, and the network of
pipelines within the port, mean that large quantities of liquid goods can be transported within
these environmentally-friendly pipelines.
In addition to maritime transfer, industry in Antwerp produces about 140 (excluding tank
storage) to 160 million tons (including tank storage) annually (both incoming and outgoing
traffic). This includes the supply of raw materials as well as the transport of finished products
by all modes of transport. Pipeline transport is responsible for about half of the industrial
transport volume. For the industrial intra-port traffic, as much as 88% of the cargo is
transported by pipelines.
With these tremendous cluster effects, the port community can give an important impulse to
the search for sustainable solutions to transport issues. Today, more than half the goods to
and from the hinterland are transported by non-road modes of transport, such as inland
waterways and rail. From a sustainability perspective, is important to increase the share of
these environmentally friendly modes of transport.
An important contribution to increase the market share of rail and inland navigation is to
bundle traffic within the port area and to bundle the cargos of the many consignors in the
hinterland. To do this, there are currently a number of on-going projects to make transport
within the port more efficient and cheaper.
For instance, there has been an initiative in inland shipping for a number of years to
implement a registration and booking system for processing inland vessels at the maritime
terminals: BTS (Barge Traffic System). This instrument is also used to consult with the
terminal operators to determine whether a port-wide planning system can be developed. This
should result in sharp reductions in the waiting times for inland vessels. Since 2010, the
"Premium Barge" has also been put onto the market. This is a regular barge service that
connects the different terminals in the port to each other at fixed times. This service even
makes it possible to transport containers by water to various destinations in the port with an
extremely short reservation time.
There are also initiatives for the railway to develop an open and cost effective distribution
system for railway containers via a new Antwerp Rail Hub. Such a rail hub will also provide a
solution for the bundling of maritime and continental flows to the hinterland. The ultimate
goal is to create a perceptible increase in the frequency and the number of destinations to
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and from hinterland locations. There is a special focus on the development of new, innovative
railway projects at a medium distance (100 km - 350 km).
The Antwerp Port Authority is conducting specific projects for road transport. First of all,
dynamic traffic management is being provided. By using dynamic information boards, port
traffic can be directed to the main road network effectively. Secondly, both an open-access
truck park as well as secure parking are planned, including a service centre for trucks, and an
investigation is underway as to the expansion of a 'truck hub' or in-port container transfer
depot to bundle incoming and outgoing container movements to avoid trucks driving empty.
For truckers who want to avoid road congestion around Antwerp, it was decided to develop a
road-barge transfer depot in Grobbendonk. This enables truckers to offer their road containers
to a barge terminal that takes over the last part of the route.
Two projects were started in recent years to bundle the cargo flows from shipping companies
and logistical service providers to the hinterland (Antwerp Intermodal Solutions I and II).
At the same time, more attention has been devoted to closer cooperation with large
consignors. From the specific supply chain concerns of these companies, as effort is made to
optimise the logistical chain between the port and their production centres.
Recently, important efforts have also been made to reinforce the loading platforms (rail and
barge terminals) in the hinterland, for example by the structured presence of Antwerp port
companies in inland terminals. There have also been major efforts to increase the quality of
hinterland transport, for example by organising local bundling projects to establish new
intermodal connections. New logistical ICT applications have been proposed in work groups
with consignors, and ways to improve specific customs procedures or other checks by
government institutions are being investigated.
The role of the port of Antwerp as a driver of the economy and employment has already been
addressed in earlier stops. Every year, the port handles approximately 180 million tons of
maritime goods that are transported, one way or the other, from the whole world through the
surrounding region and taken to the hinterland. Antwerp has an extensive transport
network that makes the port an important junction for industrial and continental traffic
flowsAntwerp has an extensive transport network for this. This is a competitive advantage
that also has an effect on the surroundings and the environment.
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Modal split of goods traffic
This use of the different modes of transport to the hinterland transport is called the modal
split. The evolution of the modal split indicates the degree to which the inland transport is
done in an environmentally sensitive way and the degree to which non road-based modes are
gaining importance.

The modal split is relatively favourable for the port of Antwerp. Road transport represents
less than 50% of all traffic except for containers where the share is 54%.
The modal split is slowly but surely evolving towards more non-road-based modes. Further
initiatives will be necessary to accelerate the transition towards non-road-based modes to
facilitate the sustainable growth of port activities and to avoid congestion problems.
The port of Antwerp could not manage without its inland shipping and vice versa: together,
they form an unbreakable whole. The share of the goods volume of inland shipping for the
port of Antwerp is growing rapidly, with container traffic leading this growth. About one third
of the container volume through Antwerp is currently transported by barge, and since opening
the Deurganckdok, this share is increasing in great strides. The inland shipping companies
and barge operators also pay port fees, which makes them port customers.
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Another railway connection
To optimise the railway link between the left and right banks, a railway tunnel is being built
under the Scheldt at Liefkenshoek. This new tunnel route with a double track– the
Liefkenshoek Rail Tunnel – will be 16.5 km long and will connect to the existing rail tunnel
under the Waasland Canal on the Left Bank. The Liefkenshoek Rail Tunnel will be thesecond
rail tunnel that joins the left and right banks in Antwerp.
This new route will significantly reduce the trip times between the two banks and increase the
capacity of the railway network in and around the port by 35%. This will also enable the
connections between the port and the hinterland to run more efficiently.
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Environmental damage
The registration of complaints about environmental damage in Flanders is centralised in
MKROS, a tool that has been developed by the Flemish government. Most municipalities use
this tool to enter their reports (e.g. Stabroek (to a limited extent) and Zwijndrecht) or enter
their reports in their own system and load the data to MKROS at a later time (e.g. Antwerp
In 2008, a total of 1057 reports were registered, of which 287 could be linked with high
certainty to activities in the port area. 179 of these reports came from the companies
themselves that informed the municipal environmental services of (possible) environmental
damage during certain activities and events (e.g. burning, disaster). 108 reports of damage
were not made to the environmental services by the company itself and involved actual
environmental damage.
Fewer reports were registered in MKROS in 2009. The reason for this is that not all the reports
that were received by the environmental service for Antwerp had been registered in MKROS
by 2009.
The petrochemical industry appears to be the largest source of environmental damage in
the port area. In most cases this involves a complaint about odours. To a lesser degree, they
cause noise complaints and complaints about reduced air quality (from dust, soot, smoke,
etc).
However, the overview of disturbances is not complete. On the one hand, not all the
complaints are registered by MKROS directly, and on the other hand the statement of the
suspected cause is often missing. Therefore, it is not clear whether the complaint is linked to
activities in the port area. The follow-up of the complaints is also not always registered in the
same way.
The Antwerp Port Authority will consult with the surrounding municipalities in the coming
years to try to organise a better analysis of the environmental disturbance that is experienced
by the area residents.
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Stop 9: Involving the local community
Like any global port, the port of Antwerp exists in relation to the city and area residents ,
who are often also its employees. The port of Antwerp has developed many initiatives to
reinforce and maintain these bonds. After all, one of the main themes of the sustainability
strategy rightly states that the port has to be a exemplary port, on both the right and left
banks.

Social economy
The public and private sectors in the port call on employees from the 'social economy' (i.e.
cooperatives, mutual societies, non-profit associations, foundations and social enterprises):
for activities in their own organisation such as kitchen help, affixing tax stamps,
preparing promotional packages, training programs
for projects in the daily administration of the port: sorting wood, metal and waste,
stickering goods, restacking palettes, etc.
for the maintenance of the public domain: cleaning, weeding, ecological verge
management (via Natuurpunt), etc.
In the area of training, among other things programs are organised around jobs for sailors
and container repairers. The maintenance of the maritime estate is another point of attention.
For instance, old port cranes are restored though social employment.
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Sustainable mobility
In the port area, public and private actors often work together to encourage collective
transport.
In this way, the I-bus on the Right Bank provides commuter transport for the staff of
participating industrial companies. Almost every employee who lives in the region can use the
I-bus to get to and from work. Over 2,900 interested people now use the I-bus. Each day, 29
bus lines run for the day, and 12 bus line for the shifts. This represents 130 trips per day to
take day and night shift employees to the workplace.
The Left Bank Shuttle project was started in October 2009, which takes staff members to
companies in the port area on the Left Bank. As of the end of 2010, about 100 were taken to
and from their work in the Waaslandhaven over six different bus routes every day. In 2011 a
seventh and eighth route were added with bus stops. Different departure times are offered on
all these routes, both during shift and daytime hours, seven days per week. 2.8% of the
employee population of the Waaslandhaven has already taken the shuttle bus at least once.
Other companies are also organising collective transport. Special bus transportation is also
organised for sailors between the port area and the city centre of Antwerp. The public
transport company also has a number of bus lines that connect to the port area.
Further investment is also being made into new bicycle paths in the port area to reinforce
commuter traffic. The bicycle infrastructure along the Scheldelaan was evaluated as good by
cyclists in Antwerp (source: bicycle report 2010, Fietsersbond Antwerp).
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Sponsorship
The sponsorship policies of public and private sector alike emphasise the 'soft values' of the
port, focusing on areas such as culture, education, sport, welfare, the environment, heritage
and development cooperation.
Various players in the port community are involved in projects such as the King Baudouin
Foundation and The New Belgica. The New Belgica is an initiative of the non-profit De
Steenschuit from Boom which has a team of job-seekers building a replica of the Belgica, the
historic three-master with which Adrien de Gerlache undertook the first South Pole expedition
in 1897.
After focusing on culture and tourism in past years, in 2011 the Scheldt Left Bank
Corporation (MLSO) spent a major part of its promotion budget on sports sponsorship, with
an emphasis on youth work and social engagement.
The Antwerp Port Authority (GHA) sponsors various projects within three major target
groups: society, sport and culture. In addition to the Foundership of the MAS | Museum aan de
Stroom, GHA also decided to be the name sponsor of the Antwerp Giants, or in other words
the Port of Antwerp Giants, for the 2011-2012 season.
On the cultural side, aside from the MAS, GHA also sponsors the Royal Flemish Philharmonic,
de Singel and the Eugeen Van Mieghem Museum.
In sports, there are the various disciplines that are practiced by top level Antwerp athletes as
well as number of cycling races.
The relationship between people and the port is never far away and is also always the motive
behind a sponsorship. GHA finds that a good and open relationship with the direct
surroundings is vital, which is why large or smaller projects are also supported in the adjoining
municipalities, for example the Ganzenrijden ('goose run') in the polder towns.
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Well being of sailors
The Port Welfare Committee was established in 2008. This convenes twice per year and is
made up of representative of the GHA, the different Welfare organisations, Alfaport
Antwerpen, Mediport, the Antwerp Shipping Federation, etc.
A few achievements include the free bus transport on both banks that takes sailors to the
centre of the city or to the Antwerp sailor's centre. A free Wi-Fi network has also been
provided in the port so that they can contact the home front at any time. There is also a
sports field where the sailors can relax during their short stay in the port of Antwerp. The
representatives of the different sailors' organisations provide communication, psychological
and religious support for the sailors with regular visits on board.
The port of Antwerp won the International Seafarers' Welfare Award in 2011 for these
initiatives, and will continue to work on the welfare of the sailors.
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Dialogue with area residents
Consultation hearings are legally required for the spatial planning processes for the port of
Antwerp. Area residents have the opportunity to formulate their opinions about the plans
during a public inquiry.
The Flemish government has had an Ombudsman for Large Scale Infrastructure
Projects in Flanders since 2009. She works to reconcile the different parties in large
infrastructure projects, analyses the possible problems and listens to the government and
residents to reach a solution through negotiation.
A number of chemical companies have begun their own dialogue with the neighbours for
several years. The city of Antwerp also has contact with the port's immediate neighbours on
the right bank through municipal neighbourhood discussions.
In February 2011 the GHA opened the MAS Havenpaviljoen at the base of the MAS. This
visitor centre intends to give a picture of the present and future port with a 360° projection
and a number of interactive applications. The history of the port and port labour is presented
on the sixth floor of the MAS.
A visit to both of these centres gives an appealing and complete overview. In this way, the
port of Antwerp can also be found in the city.
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Facilities for schools in and around the port
With the 'Jonge Haven' (Young Port) project is a way for port actors and the public sector ''to
collaborate with all the education networks. The project provides structured content to young
people in the 5th and 6th year of primary education, and for the first year and third years of
secondary education. The content of the project includes: doing business in the port, port
professions and industry in the port. The Lillo Port Centre organises this project to give
students the chance to discover the port during crucial phases in their choice of later studies
or profession.
The provincial Lillo Port Centre offers students educational information about the port of
Antwerp. This consists of tours by bus or boat in the port area, suited to the profile and the
interest of the group. In 2010, 47,023 visitors discovered the port in this way under the
guidance of one of the 80 port guides.
The mission of the Port Centre is to promote the port (maritime, logistics, industry) as a
driver of the welfare of the province, and focuses on different target groups: the young to
have them discover this area and to stimulate their interest in a port job, the general public to
reinforce societal support, and companies.
The tours are supported by detailed documentation and the unique exhibition that is also
opened for major events.
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The Belgica – new life for a forgotten maritime icon
An adventure in the name of science
In 1897, Adrien de Gerlache buys the Norwegian sealer 'Patria'. He renames the three-master
'Belgica'. The young Belgian wants to take it to Antarctica to scientifically explore the last
continent, overwinter there, and map it. De Gerlache finds private financiers [J1] and puts
together an international crew. Among them is the Norwegian Roald Amundsen, who will go
on to become the greatest polar explorer of all time.
Monday, 16 August 1897. The streets of Antwerp are packed with people. The fanfare plays
the national anthem. The carillon in the cathedral rejoices! Celebratory shots resound across
the Scheldt. A small bark leaves the port: the Belgica. Captain Adrien de Gerlache points the
prow south, to Antarctica: the unknown continent. Except for a lost whaler, no one has ever
gone there. Adrien is not going to hunt. He is going in the name of science.

Daring and dangerous...
Storms, hardship, desperation, desertion, mutiny, hunger, scurvy and death scourge the
explorers. The Belgica gets trapped in the pack ice more than once. Never before have people
overwintered at the South Pole: three months of darkness, -40°C and colder.
After a seemingly hopeless battle against the pack ice, the Belgica reached the inhabited
world in Punta Arenas, where everyone had already given up hope, on 28 March 1899.
When the Belgica reached Antwerp again on 5 November 1899, the crew was carried through
the city in triumph. Even before they disembarked, Adrien de Gerlache and his officers were
honoured as Knights of the Order of Leopold. The Belgica expedition brought back an unseen
wealth of scientific information. Belgium fell under Antarctica's spell, which it still is to this
day.

The legend of the Belgica
But what happened to the Belgica? Because the Belgian authorities neglect the Belgica, De
Gerlache sold the ship in Norway. There, it was used for coal transport and as a floating fish
processing plant, among other things.
The polar ice couldn't take down the Belgica... but war could. The ship was sunk in May 1940
under mysterious circumstances off the coast of Harstad (Norway) because the Allies had
been using it as a munitions depot.
In 1990, a Norwegian diving club discovers the wreck of the Belgica at only 22 metres depth,
200 metres from the coast of Harstad. It was immediately clear that the remains of the
Belgica were in such poor condition that it could not be restored. However, the wreck did
contain valuable information to rebuild the ship...

De Steenschuit vzw
In 1990, the non-profit society 'De Steenschuit' was the first social ship building initiative in
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Flanders, with an important calling: "Providing training to disadvantaged groups by means of
ship building projects and heritage preservation that contribute to the Rupelstreek".
In 1991, De Steenschuit and the VDAB launched a training project to teach long term,
unskilled unemployed people ship building techniques and work attitudes. With orientation,
training, supervision and internship, they work on the integration of long-term job-seekers.

To a Belgica heritage community
De Steenschuit has been working on the idea of building a replica of the Belgica since 2007.
To do this, it decided to make a form replica: a working ship with an interior and equipment
that meet modern standards. The construction methods must also be contemporary for the
course participants to be able to gain an advantage on the contemporary labour market.
The Belgica is being built with sustainable materials according to the most environmentally
friendly building methods. The Belgica wharf aims to promote the use of environmentally
friendly construction methods in wooden ship building. This ship will be equipped with the
most emission-friendly propulsion. And finally, the ship must meet the strictest classification
requirements.
The target construction time is five years. This ambition is however subordinate to the social
intention of the project.

More than a training project
The initiators talk about a program rather than a project. This program does not just offer a
few training and employment opportunities (under the care of De Steenschuit and the VDAB),
it also reaches other social domains. 'The New Belgica' non-profit society was specially
established to facilitate the construction of the ship by providing the necessary materials,
human and financial resources.
Aside from caring for and publicising this maritime monument, The New Belgica creates
bridges to other areas such as culture, tourism, education and diplomacy.
The project is supported by:
H.M. Queen Paola of Belgium
Minister-President of Flanders Kris Peeters
Governor of the Province of Antwerp Cathy Berx
The Ministry of Defence for the technical support of the internal affairs of the Navy
Managing Director of the VDAB Fons Leroy
Mayor of Boom Patrick Marnef
Euregio
Federal Science Policy

Contact
De Steenschuit vzw – The New Belgica vzw
Noeveren 26 | 2850 BOOM, Belgium
T: +32(0)3/888 00 76 | +32(0)476/86 12 00
E: info@newbelgica.be | website: www.newbelgica.be
Contact person: Eddy STUER eddy.stuer@newbelgica.be
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GRI-info
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GRI-statement
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GRI-table
This table includes the criteria from the Global Reporting Initiative G3 Guideline. Per guideline,
the extent to which the criterion is addressed in the sustainability report of the Antwerp Port
Community, the location of the criterion in the sustainability report, the reasons for not
reporting or partially reporting a specific topic, the manner in which an indicator is reported
and the source of the data are indicated.
This is the first time that a sustainability report is being drawn up for the Antwerp Port
Community. In the report, an attempt is made to provide a comprehensive description of the
situation in which data from individual companies and organisations within the delineated
area are compiled. However, not all of the data from the companies and organisation have
been made public or are available, which means that it was not possible to provide a
comprehensive description of various indicators for the entire port community. In consultation
with the parties concerned, a number of indicators which are highly specific to a port
community or area have been added to the list. These indicators are also included in the
table.

is addressed in its entirety

is addressed partially because, for example, quantitative data is incomplete or
unavailable

is not addressed because the data is unavailable for the Antwerp Port Community
N.A. Not applicable
Due to technical reasons, you can't integrate the GRI-table in your PDF-copy of this
Sustainability report. You can download the table sperately.
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Statement PWC
You can read below the statement of PWC.
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